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VABSTRACT
A SIMULATION MODEL FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION PLANNING
IN THE UNIVERSITY (August 1975)
Robert L. Chew, B.A.
,
Wilkes College,
M.S., Stanford University, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor G. Ernest Anderson, Jr.
The present and projected environment of graduate education in the
university consists of quality assessment in program reviews, and cost
versus benefit analysis for limited resource allocation. Within this
context, the study focuses on the need for long-range planning in
considering alternative academic program policies, so as to adapt
positively to an environment that will continue to be much different than
the growth of the past decade.
A computer simulation model was designed and structured to show the
causal relationships between three major interrelated and interdependent
academic program elements within the large public university; (1) under-
graduate education, (2) graduate education and (3) research. In contrast
to some of the large-scale and costly resource allocation models that rely
on extensive staff and computer resources and that require large data
acquisition support systems, the author's is a simple, highly data-aggregated
•model based on the system dynamics methodology developed by J. Forrester
and his colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
program was written in the widely available FORTRAN language, rather than
DYNAMO which is normally used for system dynamics models.
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Based upon available budgetary and statistical data, ten year trends
—
not intended as projections of specific events—are calculated and put into
graphical output form for viewing the financial variables (teaching and
research, assistantship budgets, faculty salaries budget, administrative
overhead budget, and state operating and federal research funding budgets),
and the staff and student variables (teaching and research assistants,
faculty, undergraduates, graduate students, and degrees granted). Another
variable, the academic program cost per student per year, is calculated to
reflect the cost per full-time-equivalent student at any time, based upon
the total state and research funding required to support the academic
program. No attempt was made to identify graduate student costs specifically,
because of the inherently joint processes of graduate education within the
university complex.
The Graduate Education Planning Model (GEPM) has been applied to the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, both at the campus-wide Graduate
School level and at the smaller departmental/school level, where the School
of Education was simulated. The program listing and the output results
of these applications are shown in the dissertation. Experiments were
made with budgetary cutbacks, changes in the graduate/undergraduate
enrollment mix, and student-to-facuity ratios, to demonstrate the model's
usefulness in reflecting the results over time of various policy changes.
in summary, a simulation model was developed and demonstrated to
provide a 'management laboratory' for testing alternative graduate academic
program changes over a long-range planning horizon.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of graduate education during the 1960 's has given
way to reduced growth in some cases, leveling off in others, and sometimes
major reductions in graduate programs during the 1970's. Universities,
with many investments and commitments in graduate education in the present
environment of strained resources and pressures for change, need
assistance in planning and policy-making decisions.
This study will examine the national, state, and institutional
forces acting on graduate education, then present a model that an
institution—the university—can utilize as a long-range planning aid.
The general consensus of the wealth of recent papers, reports, and books
on analytical techniques for academic management, coupled with the out-
pouring on the problems of graduate education today, reveals that the
need for planning is urgently felt.
We will examine the role of and the constraints upon graduate
education within the broader university complex in which it functions.
Our focus will generally be on the causal interactions of three funda-
mentally interrelated elements: 1) undergraduate education, 2) graduate
education, and 3) research. Specifically, a computer simulation model,
based on principles of system dynamics, 1 will be employed to examine the
^'System dynamics" refers to the methodology developed over the past decade
by J. Forrester and others at M.I.T. for representing time-varying causal
interactions of complex industrial and social organizations through
computer simulation models. The simulation models are used to test
alternative management policies, and aim to demonstrate the characteristic
behavior of a system operation rather than to predict specific events.
2long-range probable effects on a university's academic program resources
and outputs, based upon alternate policy decisions.
Regarding this study, two questions may initially arise in the
reader's mind:
1) Why the emphasis on long-range planning, and how can we justify
these efforts when resources are already strained trying to
deal with severe problems in the immediate future?
2) How can computer simulation modeling assist us in planning?
It should be mentioned at the outset that the use of "long-range planning"
for purposes of this study does not imply something like the development
of a rigid, five-year plan. The intent here is to ascertain what likely
effects will occur in the long-run (up to ten years) based on present
trends and on decisions that may be made now. Accordingly, a response
to the first question posed on the need for planning is well phrased by
Dresch:
Thus, for the foreseeable future the university will be subject
to a confluence of stresses, the most immediate consequence of which
is likely to be the unenlightened search for temporary, and
ultimately self-defeating, palliatives. The challenge to
the university is to adapt positively to a changing environment,
where policies must be concerned not with immediate exigencies
but with inducing appropriate long-term directions of development. 2
Cammack provides us with more reinforcement of the importance of planning:
In actuality, planning is needed to cope with rapid change and
to provide ways to deal rationally with the unexpected. It provides ways
to deal with the unexpected or undesirable because it establishes a
basis for rejecting inappropriate proposals and unreasonable
demands. Clark Kerr has said, 'The more one attempts to deal with
short-run problems, particularly next year's budget, the more likely
2Dresch, Stephen P., Research, Graduate Education and the University ,
Institution for Social and Policy Studies, Yale University, Working
Paper W4-4, March 1974, p. 2.
3one is to encounter resistance to the analysis of alternatives
and political commitments that cannot be changed.' As planning
horizons move further into the future, people become more
objective and more inclined to rational analysis. 3
In addressing the second question, we note that a simulation model
provides a tool for managerial experimentation, where the dynamic
behavior of an institution under study can be observed and tested under
different hypotheses. It is also relevant at this point to quote Sheehan's
premises for success in applying simulation modeling in the university
management environment:
a) Much of the value of building a university simulation model
is the knowledge of the institution gained during model
design, testing and implementation.
b) The results of modeling should be judged in part on the basis
of meaningful management and resource allocation questions
that are raised.
c) A model is never finished—it is continuously modified to
match the needs of the users. Flexibility is an important
model design criterion.
d) Spin-off insights should be credited to the model. For
example, modeling makes stringent demands on university
management information systems. The weaknesses of these
systems made apparent by modeling can be corrected to the
benefit of all management and operating purposes.
e) Modeling stimulates an atmosphere in which a logical approach
to creative university management is possible. 4
The present model intends to reflect the complex behavior in the univer-
sity of such interrelated factors as student enrollment, instructional and
research staffing, degree production, and graduate assistantship support,
3Cammack, Elwin F., "Long-Range Planning," in Dressel, Paul L. and
Associates, Institutional Research in the University
,
Jossey-Bass
Inc., San Francisco, 1971, p. 254.
^Sheehan, Bernard S , and Marvin G. Michaels, Experience with Planning Models
in the University Budgeting Process
,
Report No. 90, Office of Institutional
Research, University of Calgary, Canada, February 1973, pp . 9-10.
4so that a kind of laboratory for academic policy change is made available
to assist decision-makers concerned with problems of resource allocation
and quality assessment. The model's emphasis is on the institutional
resources (students, staff, and budgets) that are directly reflected in
the academic program, where parameters have been selected to allow the
model to be applied to either an academic department or to the entire
university's academic programs combined. Budgeting considerations in
the model do not include those funds associated with student services,
physical plant, and capital expenditures.
It is envisioned that such a model will be used as an analytical
planning tool to augment the academic program review process. The
planning role of the model, and indeed the focus of this study, is perhaps
better viewed within the context of decision-making activities in higher
education organization and administration:
As one looks at organizations, generally, and institutions of
higher education, specifically, three types of decision-making
activities are discernible: operations, management, and planning.
Operational activities are those focusing primarily on routine, day-
to-day detailed transactions within an organization such as payroll,
accounting, purchasing, disbursing, and inventory. Management
activities are those that provide for the general control of routine
operations. Planning activities are directed at the short- and
long-range development of program and policy direction of the .
institution. With the risk of overgeneralizing, operational activities
affect policy, management activities monitor the implementation of
policy, and planning activities establish policy. 5
Although the operational activities of concern to the present study are
those dealing with academic programs (student enrollment, student-faculty
5Crayen, Eugene C., "information Decision Systems in Higher Education:
A Conceptual Framework," Journal of Higher Education
,
Vol. XLVI, No. 2,
Ohio State University Press, April 1975, p. 128.
5ratio, teaching assistantship stipends, etc.), rather than the examples
from financial management above, the quotation does put the planning
function in perspective.
Because simulation is indeed a popular and powerful modeling tool
for structuring a system and forecasting the implications of a variety
of policy changes, many institutions have developed large-scale, costly
models which, in most cases, do not appear to be all that effective in
assisting planners. The author has taken a different approach in developing
a small-scale deterministic, highly aggregated model, and is in general
agreement with Bell's observations:
We generally conclude that these models can be of limited use but
since creation of a large detailed model is an expensive task, we
think it advisable to limit the amount of detail and simply deal
with fairly large aggregations of students, staff, and facilities.
The reason the models are of limited use is that critical events
outside the university influence the flows of students far more
than the percentages derived from past flows. 6
In summary, the author's principal purpose of this study is to develop
and demonstrate a small simulation model for the purpose of assisting
academic program planners for graduate education, primarily. As such, an
understanding of graduate education within the university context is
essential, and constitutes an important part of the study, prior to the
description and application of the model.
6Bell, Colin, "Can Mathematical Models Contribute to Efficiency in Higher
Education?," In Mood, Alexander M.
,
et al.. Papers on Efficiency in the
Management of Higher Education
,
Carnegie Commission Report, Berkeley,
California, 1972, p. 44.
6CHAPTER II
GRADUATE EDUCATION TODAY
National Perspectives on Forces for Change; Problems in Financing,
Cost Determination, Manpower Projection, Long-Range Planning
The National Board on Graduate Education describes four major purposes
of the nation's graduate programs: 1
1) The education and development of skilled individuals for teaching,
research, administrative, and other professional careers. This
social role includes the certifying and grading of students in
helping them realize their potential. Advanced education for
thousands of foreign students each year, many of whom return home
to assume positions of leadership, plays an indirect role in
international cooperation and development. One vital function
of graduate education is to simply allow individuals to pursue
knowledge and inquiry in response to curiosity and the desire
to learn.
2) The production of knowledge is effected, both through the doctoral
student's own contribution to knowledge and the research experience
imparted, and through the role of the student as research assistant
contributing to faculty research. The university is also
increasingly called upon to apply its intellectual resources to
the solution of pressing social and technological problems.
3) The preservation and transmission of knowledge is effected
National Board on Graduate Education, Graduate Education: Purposes,
Problems, and Potential
,
Washington, D. C., Report No. 1, November
1972, pp. 4-6.
7primarily through the graduate school’s role of helping to preserve
our culture and to educate future college and university teachers.
4) The quality of life in our society is of central, although indirect,
concern to the graduate school in its commitment to the advance-
ment of science and the cultivation of a humanistic knowledge.
However, in fulfilling these purposes (which are acceptable in
principle by the author) in the present environment, we are dealing with a
social adjustment problem, and its attendant time lags, of a halt in the
phenomenal growth rate of graduate education during the 1960's, where:
The number of universities offering graduate degree programs
(including the master's degree) increased from 605 in 1960 to
808 by 1970.
In 1960, 9,829 Ph.D. degrees and 74,455 master's degrees were
awarded; by 1970, these figures had nearly tripled to 29,866
and 208,291 respectively.
First year graduate enrollments increased at an average annual
rate of 11 percent between 1960 and 1968. 2
III conjunction with the quantitative leveling off adjustments, we are
experiencing many other problems now:
a) The cost of financing graduate education continues to rise;
b) The economic climate in general is not optimistic for higher
education;
c) Both the current and prospective job market for advanced degree
holders has become less favorable;
d) General faith in the capacity of science to solve societal
problems has declined;
2National Board on Graduate Education, Federal Policy Alternatives Toward
Graduate Education
,
Washington, D. C., Report No. 3, January 1974, p. 42.
8e) Many have become skeptical about the role of universities in
society;
f) Earlier projections of enrollment leveling off and declining are
now bearing out;
g) A reduction in federal basic research support for universities
has occurred, as well as a significant reduction in federal
fellowships and traineeships for graduate students;
h) There is an absence of coordinated federal policies toward graduate
education, scholarship, and research, which causes continuing
financial and programmatic uncertainty that impedes academic
planning efforts.
In view of the above problems, organized efforts during the past few
years on many levels have been involved with research and development of
principles, procedures, and analytical techniques for use in:
1) The evaluation of quality of individual graduate programs.
2) Determining the costs and benefits of graduate programs.
3) Resource sharing
,
as a means of reducing costs of existing
programs, and to assist in the development of new programs.
4) Information standardization for program comparisons among
institutions
.
5) Determining and quantifying the joint processes involved with
graduate education, particularly, basic and applied research,
public service obligations of universities, and the impact on
undergraduate education (i.e., sharing of the same faculty,
involvement of graduate students in undergraduate instruction
and new materials in undergraduate curricula, and extensive
9library, laboratory, and other research facilities available to
undergraduates)
.
Charles V. Kidd, executive secretary of the Association of American
Universities, recently presented a comprehensive look at a series of reports
on graduate education produced by a number of national commissions and task
forces over the past few years
.
3
These reports, 1* from the Carnegie Commis-
sion, the National Science Board, the National Board on Graduate Education,
the Newman Task Force, and others, "are basically conservative in that they
accept the essentials of the existing system of graduate education. (The
one exception is the Newman report, which is more concerned with the needs
of students, the use of graduate education to elevate standards of social
welfare, and the need to prepare students for positions outside the
educational systems.)" 5 The article compares the reports' different views
on the amounts and types of federal funding for institutions and for
students directly, federal support for concentration or dispersion of
research centers of excellence, and various tuition approaches. Among
other findings, the reports reach a consensus in the critical need for
both long-range planning and a greater degree of stability in federal
funding of all programs affecting colleges and universities to help
insure long-run stability in the institutions themselves.
Let us look briefly at projections of student enrollment and the
demand for doctorates in order to grasp the magnitude of changes forcasted,
with obvious implications for policy decisions now. The 5-6 percent
3Kidd, Charles V. "Graduate Education: The New Debate," Change , May 1974,
pp . 43-5Q.
^See the Change, article above for actual citations of these reports.
5Kidd, op cit
.
,
p. 43.
.
10
annual increase in full-time equivalent enrollment for higher education
during the early 1970 's is expected to steadily decline to a minimum
negative 2 percent per year by mid-1980, rising moderately thereafter. 6
The number of doctoral degrees awarded per year during the early 1970's
is projected to rise from 30,000 to a range of 40-50,000 by the early
1980's. However, the annual academic demand for doctorates is projected
to decline from about 10,000 to perhaps as low as 5,000, the remaining
doctorates being absorbed by the non-academic market. 7 Although forecasting
techniques have many shortcomings, often relying on simple extrapolations
of past behavior, among other things they are useful for:
First, and most importantly, as a tool for evaluating governmental
policies; second, as an early warning system which may reduce
adjustment problems; and third, as an information or diagnostic
device to direct attention to market problems beyond the purview
of individual decision-makers. 8
In concluding this overview of graduate education from a national
perspective—in which there is a steadily growing involvement of national
and state agencies affecting institutional planning and decision-making
—
we turn toward the institution and offer a most intriguing and frustrating
question: "How does a graduate dean or department chairman, faced with
an uncertain labor market, a lack of reliable information about future
federal and state support, and lack of central planning, make decisions
that will be sensible in terms of both the institution's role and the
national picture?" 9
6National Board on Graduate Education, Doctorate Manpower Forecasts and
Policy
,
Washington, D. C., Report No. 2, November 1973, p. 7.
7Ibid
.
,
p. 8.
^Freeman, Richard B. and David W. Breneman, Forecasting the Ph.D. Labor
Market: Pitfalls for Policy
,
National Board on Graduate Education,
Washington, D. C., Technical Report No. 2, April 1974, p. 18.
9Breneman, David W., "Decisions of the Decade for Graduate Education,"
Educational Record, Washington, D. C., Summer 1973, Vol. 54, No. 3, p. 223.
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Complementarity and Interdependence of Graduate Education
,
Undergraduate Education, and Research Within the University
One of the primary concerns of policy makers is the increasing cost
and financing of research and graduate education, giving rise to proposals
to increase graduate student tuition and to reduce institutional support
for graduate student-related research activities. To avoid over-reactions
to these concerns that might damage the basic institutional structure of
graduate education, we should try to better understand this complex envi-
ronment. Dresch has recently presented an economic perspective which is
highly enlightening, and is appropriate to repeat here:
The university's ability to provide graduate training—or rather,
the cost at which it can provide this training—depends on the levels
of its activity in other dimensions. When undergraduate enrollments
or research efforts are relatively low, the cost of additional
graduate training may be very high; at high relative levels of
these activities, the cost may be low or even negative. In the
latter circumstances, the university might find it profitable to
pay graduate students to attend.
The cost of any increment in graduate enrollment will depend on:
1. The extent to which graduate faculty requirements can be met
by replacing undergraduate faculty with graduate students in
undergraduate teaching
,
and
2 . The complementarity between graduate education and research .
With variations over fields, graduate students almost invariably
enter as inputs into research, either as substitutes for faculty
or for other personnel. 10
This economic perspective can be grasped by viewing the simple graphs
on the next page (Figure II. 1):
10Dresch, Stephen P., An Economic Perspective on the Evolution of Graduate
Education
,
National Board on Graduate Education, Washington, D. C.,
Technical Report No. 1, March 1974, pp. 28-29.
12
(high)
Cost of
Graduate
Education
(low)
(low) (high)
Undergraduate Enrollment
Figure II. 1. An Economic Perspective on Graduate Education
The student’s participation in research and in teaching represents part
of the graduate education process from which he benefits and for which he
is willing to pay by receiving lower wages. Thus, many of the apparent
costs of graduate education may more legitimately be viewed as the costs
of undergraduate education or research. This complementarity and
interdependency perspective can be pictorially represented as follows:
Figure II. 2. Complementarity and Interdependency of Graduate Education
The intersection of graduate education and research is represented by
graduate student research assistants, whereas the overlapping area of
13
graduate education and undergraduate education is, for the sake of simplicity,
represented by teaching assistants as faculty surrogates in the undergraduate
teaching process. With the growing flexible and non-traditional forms of
graduate education, together with the shift in federal support from basic
to more applied research, one might anticipate some reduced emphasis in
teaching and research apprenticeship. However, the economic and interde-
pendency model perspectives above have several interesting implications, as
Dresch points out:
1. The incremental cost of graduate education will probably vary
appreciably both over fields and within fields over time.
2. Other things being equal, rapidly rising research efforts or
undergraduate enrollments will raise a university's demands
for graduate students, thus reducing (or limiting increases
in) net graduate tuition.
3. Institutions offering graduate programs will proliferate in
periods of rising undergraduate, graduate, or research demands.
4. Contractionary pressures on graduate enrollment in response to
declining research activity will be greatest in those institutions
whose undergraduate enrollments are growing most slowly and in
those most heavily dependent on the relation between graduate
education and research as the basis for graduate support. 11
Finally, Dresch considers two alternative strategies that graduate
education might pursue. 12 One, the enclave strategy
,
in which the present
character and structure is shored up and perpetuated, does not appear to
offer much optimism for the future, where the likely consequences would be
increases in tuition and costs, declines in the scale of graduate programs.
and an erosion of quality. Under the decontrol strategy , the graduate training
11 Ibid.
,
pp. 33-35.
12 Ibid.
,
pp. 56-60.
14
process is modified to accomodate the changing composition of research
and development activity and the undergraduate population. "The existing
'quality hierarchy' of graduate education would be superceded by a quali-
tatively differentiated system, in which institutions at different levels
would exploit basically different opportunities and resources, thus
fulfilling different social demands. In general, the issue of 'qualitative
erosion' would fade."13
To complete our picture of graduate education today, it is important
to view the actual structure and administration of graduate education
within the university, so that we have a better understanding of how
decisions are made and what the potential is for the utilization of long-
range simulation modeling in that context.
The American Graduate School: Evolution, Mission.
Organization, and Administration
In contrast to systems of higher education in other countries, the
"graduate school" is a part of almost all universities in the United
States. A few, such as the University of Chicago and Johns Hopkins
University do not have such an organizational device; and at Harvard, for
example, the central graduate school is restricted to the arts and sciences,
and each professional school manages its own graduate program. Spurr, in
an excellent paper, briefly describes the origin and evolution of graduate
study in this country:
Without delving too deeply into its historical development, we should
at least recall that the modern American graduate school is the
result of the grafting of the German concept of postgraduate study
upon collegiate institutions which evolved from the English Model
1
3
Ibid
.
,
p. 58.
15
and whose course of study traditionally ended with the A.B. To
the extent that the A.M. was awarded prior to its rehabilitation
during the period 1853-1881, it represented the recognition only
of 'bachelors of arts who are engaged in literary or professional
pursuits and who pay to their college a fee prescribed by its
regulations.' The Ph.D. was first granted as an earned degree on
the completion of a formal thesis at Yale in 1861. It was however,
the opening of Johns Hopkins in 1876 on the German model, of Clark
University in 1888, and of the University of Chicago in 1890 that
focused attention on the potential of postbaccalaureate study to
meet the needs of an increasingly complex culture for specialized
education. During the last part of the nineteenth century, the
college of arts and sciences at the major American universities
typically organized graduate councils to supervise postbaccalaureate
degree programs within the college. The faculty member acting as
administrative officer for this council often became recognized as
associate dean of the college in charge of the graduate division
or as director of graduate studies.
Interaction among institutions concerning graduate education began
when the Association of American Universities (AAU) was organized in 1900
to cooperate on the standardization of doctoral programs. Now comprising
almost fifty institutions, their graduate schools are represented by the
Association of Graduate Schools (AGS) of the AAU. Finally in 1961 at the
urging of the AGS, a national Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) was formed
1) to provide a channel for bringing to bear, in concentrated and
effective fashion, the wisdom and experience of all those most
knowledgeable about graduate education upon governmental agencies
and foundations interested in questions affecting the graduate
schools
;
2) to provide assistance to both the established and the newer
graduate schools in the working out of new programs and in the
revision of the processes and procedures of graduate education;
3) to provide opportunity for a comprehensive annual meeting of
representatives of these graduate schools;
and 4) to collect and disseminate information about the country's
graduate schools.
^
5
11+Spnrr, Stephen H.
,
"The American Graduate School," The Graduate Journal
,
Ohio State University, Vol . VIII, No. 2, 1971, pp. 251-252.
^The Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
,
Washington, D.C.,
(a general brochure on the establishment and activities of the Council),
March 1968, pp. 5-6.
16
The basic requirements for membership in the CGS are: a) regional
accreditation to offer graduate work, b) at least thirty degrees of M.A.
or M.S. or ten Ph.D. degrees, or appropriate combination, must have been
conferred within the three-year period preceding application, and c) the
degrees conferred must be adequately distributed over at least three
distinct disciplines. Presently over 300 public and private member
institutions of CGS are located throughout the country, through which
99 percent of all research doctorates and 85 percent of all master's
degrees are earned annually.-16
Almost all graduate schools oversee graduate education throughout
their institution, with the exception of the traditionally separate
professional schools like law, medicine, dentistry, etc. Functions
included in the most common model are: "(1) approving academic programs
leading to postbaccalaureate degrees, (2) graduate admissions, (3) degree
recommendations, (4) student conduct, (5) academic records, (6) fellowships,
(7) support of faculty research, and (8) approval of sponsored research
projects . " 17
Normally these functions are carried out through a joint effort
between the graduate council (of some representative graduate faculty
members) who establish university-wide graduate study policies, and the
graduate dean (who serves as a staff dean to all faculty in their role
in graduate affairs) who administers the policies.
^ 6The Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
,
Washington, D. C.,
(a brochure listing officers, membership qualifications, and members),
1973, pp. 1-2.
17Spurr, op. cit.
,
p. 254.
17
It is through these central functions of the graduate school that
a mechanism is provided for program reviews and long-range planning for
graduate education. This mechanism is only a viable one, however, if
the graduate dean has the confidence and support of the faculty,
department heads, academic deans, and the top administration, since
the graduate school normally has little direct budgetary authority over
resource allocations in the departments, where funding is channeled
through the undergraduate deans and not the graduate dean.
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CHAPTER III
GRADUATE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW METHODOLOGY
Cost and Benefit Analysis
As stated earlier, graduate education is intertwined with basic and
applied research, and to a growing extent with public service obligations,
as well as with undergraduate education, through sharing of the same faculty
and other institutional resources, through graduate student apprenticeships,
and through graduate instructional spin-offs into the undergraduate curricula.
How does one go about analysing costs of these inherently complicated
joint processes? The costs of graduate education may be viewed from a
number of perspectives, such as the cost to society versus the benefits
(i.e., better quality of life), or from the view of the student in terms
of costs of attendance to complete the degree program and the lost earnings
during study. However, we will only review attempts to analyze costs (and
benefits) from the institutional perspective.
Start-up costs for a new graduate program should include necessary
adjustments for additional faculty, library, building space, and all the
institutional supporting resources. Transitional operating costs must
be figured in each year until the program reaches some maturation and
steady-state qualities, after which the annual operating costs can more
reasonably be projected. But given the present and projected constraints
on graduate education, the emphasis in the cost analysis efforts recently
is in conjunction with reviews of existing programs and resource reallocation .
As part of its general obligation to assess its resources critically
to ensure they are allocated wisely, universities need to review graduate
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programs In the light of their contribution to the general goals of the
university. Also continuing consideration needs to be given to sharing
expensive resources and facilities among groups of universities.
Balderston gives four attributes affecting the cost of a particular
graduate program: a) the scale of the program, b) the methodologies of
scholarship and modes of study specific to that field, c) the quality
aspirations for the program, and d) the efficiency with which resources
are used. He poses three interesting problems for program cost analysis
facing many major universities today:
1. Where are the university's resources now going (i.e., considering
the total operating expenditures of the institution in a given
year)? What amounts out of that total can be imputed to each
program, including a segregated cost rate for each graduate program?
2. What should the cost rate be to provide needed improvements in
specified graduate programs (especially, improvements of the
sort that money can buy in the near term)
?
3. What costs presently borne would be avoidable if specified
programs were dropped, and over what time horizon would
expenditure reductions be realizable? 1
Cost-allocation schemes, such as the WICHE/NCHEMS Resource Requirements
Prediction Model, are intended to help answer the first question. 2 This
is a deterministic, averaging, cost accounting computer prediction model
which does not seek to optimize university operation nor does it relate to
revenues or evaluate outputs. The input includes enrollment forecasts,
student preferences, staffing patterns, load factors, salary and cost
balderston, Fredrick E., "Difficulties in Cost Analysis of Graduate
Education," a Supplement in: Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Graduate
Education
,
National Board on Graduate Education, Washington, D. C., Report
No. 3, January 1974, p. 94.
2National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, Introduction to
the Res ource Requirements Prediction Model 1.6 and Resource Requirements
Prediction Model 1.6 Reports
,
Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education/National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (WICHE/
NCHEMS)
,
Boulder, Colorado, Technical Reports 34A and 34B, 1973.
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schedules, changes in planning assumptions and instructional programs.
Outputs are the resources (personnel, space, and dollars) the institution
requires to operate under the simulated conditions.
Other approaches to program costing, essentially based on budget
analysis and cost accounting techniques, have also been used to arrive at
cost imputations for graduate programs. Powel and Lamson did an exhaustive
review and critique of these methods. 3 McCarthy and Deener wrote a useful,
brief commentary on the problem, based on Powel and Lamson, concluding that
the appropriate unit for consideration of costs and benefits is the graduate
degree program (rather than the cost per student year) and that the basic
definitions, procedures, and data are not yet available for cost determina-
tion of graduate education. 4 In view of the interdependencies of graduate
education with undergraduate education and research, it appears infeasible
and unwarranted to determine costs specifically for graduate education in
the university context. Thus, recognizing the drawbacks of not assessing
cost per graduate student by year or by degree program, the model in the
present study provides an indicator of changing conditions by calculating
the annual cost per student, without differentiating between student level.
As to the second question posed, and in view of the competition for
resources, decision makers at higher levels have to ask whether the
anticipated improvement of the program will materialize. They also have
to decide whether the requests have sufficient priority to be met from
resources available for speculation or redistribution.
3Powel, John H., Jr. and Robert D. Lamson, Elements Related to the
' Determination of Costs and Benefits of Graduate Education , Council of
Graduate Schools, Washington, D. C., March 1972.
^McCarthy, Joseph L. and David R. Deener, The Costs and Benefits of
Graduate Education: A Commentary with Recommendations , Council of
Graduate Schools, Washington, D. C., March 1972.
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The third question regarding the elimination of programs is usually
answered by analysis demonstrating that immediate reductions of expenditures
are small, with the main barrier being the reassignment or vacancy of
faculty positions.
Direct costs may be derived by examination of the elements attributed
to the operation of a graduate degree program, including faculty and staff
compensation and benefits, contract services, supplies, equipment, travel,
etc.—items of the academic departmental budget attributed to graduate
study. Since faculty compensation is normally the largest part of these
direct costs and the most difficult to analyse, the use of "faculty
activity analysis" offers an approach to the apportioning of salary costs
among teaching (graduate vs. undergraduate), research, administrative,
committee, and public service activities. The accuracy and reliability of
faculty reporting of time spent on these activities is an issue under much
discussion and review. Supporting or indirect costs of graduate programs
include academic support (libraries, computers, laboratories, etc.),
student services, institutional administrative and physical plant resources,
and outside agency support
.
Primary outputs are men and women doctoral and master's degree
recipients in the particular fields of study, plus those persons who
participate in graduate study but do not either complete or aspire to an
advanced degree. Secondary outputs include research activities and public
service, among others.
Benefits are values perceived in the outputs of graduate education,
and these accrue to graduate students, to the public and society,
who include both taxpayers and donors, and to the other units in
the college or university which offer a graduate degree program.
Generally, it is these beneficiaries who provide the funding to the
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academic institution and in turn provide for carrying out the
graduate degree programs
.
5
In summary, joint processes such as graduate education make for
difficulties of cost and benefit analyses. Assumptions, including purpose
of the study, time frame for decisions, and breadth of view, all should
be clearly specified when such analyses are undertaken.
The Assessment of Quality
The assessment of quality, although very important in the rapid
expansion of programs fed by the fuel of federal dollars during the 1960's,
is critical in the present period of abrupt slowdown and cutback. One
danger is that the major research universities, so heavily dependent on
federal support, may be forced to scale down or eliminate some high quality
programs, in contrast to a growth pattern of more recent (or yet anticipated)
similar graduate programs of possibly inferior quality (in terms of faculty
and physical graduate resources)
,
thereby reducing the overall quality of
the nation's graduate education. But if Dresch's "decontrol strategy"
(see page 13) were followed, we might not be faced with this danger.
Blackburn and Lingenfelter have surveyed the research on quality
evaluation of graduate programs and in particular, the assessment of
excellence in doctoral programs. They identify two main problems confronting
the assessment of excellence in doctoral education as:
1. Ascertaining the appropriate criteria for excellence; and
2. Quantifying the criteria so as to permit comparisons among
specific programs. 6
5Ibid
.
,
p. 41.
6Blackburn, Robert T. and Paul E, Lingenfelter, Assessing the Quality in
Doctoral Programs: Criteria and Correlates Of Excellence
,
Center for the
Study of Higher Education, The University of Michigan, 1972, p. 1.
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Reputational studies have been designed and carried out to ascertain
and quantify criteria of excellence, and to perform quality comparisons, of
programs. These studies based on peer evaluation, or informed judgment,
have become widely known in their ratings of graduate programs. The studies
are heavily criticized with regard to the bias of the evaluating panel,
the subjectivity of reputation, the competence of the panel, or the validity
of the criteria used in the reputational studies. Of all the national
studies (Hughes, 1925 and 1934; Keniston, 1959; Cartter, 1966; Roose and
Anderson, 1971), the two studies sponsored by the American Council on
Education (1966 and 1971) have been methodologically the most sophisticated.
In addition to evaluation of the scholarly ability of the graduate faculty
in a program, the ACE studies used as a criterion "program effectiveness,"
defined as "The accessibility of faculty and their scholarly competence,
curricula, educational and research facilities, the quality of graduate
students, and other (relevant) factors."
The National Science Board (1972) identified a number of factors
closely associated with quality graduate programs as ranked in the ACE
studies
:
7
1. Magnitude of the doctoral program (number of degrees awarded).
2. Amount of federal funding for academic research and development.
3. Non-federal current fund income for educational and general
purposes
.
4. Baccalaureate origins of graduate fellowship recipients (NSF
fellowships)
.
7National Science Board, The Role of Engineers and Scientists in the
National Policy for Technology
,
Washington, D. C., 1972.
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5. Baccalaureate origins of doctorates.
6. First year graduate admissions selectivity.
7. Selection of institutions by recipients of graduate fellowships
(NSF fellowships)
.
8. Postdoctoral students in science and engineering.
9. Doctoral awards per faculty member.
10. Doctoral awards per graduate student.
11. Ratio of doctorates to baccalaureate degrees.
12. Compensation of full professors.
13. The proportion of full professors on a faculty.
14. Graduate student/faculty ratios.
15. Departmental size of seven faculty members or more.
High values on these characteristics do not guarantee sufficient conditions
of quality doctoral education. Another criterion that may be indispensible
to excellence is effectiveness in resource utilization (in terms of
economies of scale, support, or other factors), given the scarce resources
currently available to higher education. Others are client satisfaction
often measured in the form of student and alumni surveys, and employer
satisfaction with graduates.
At the institutional level, graduate program quality review efforts
generally utilize a committee of administrators and faculty from other
institutions as the primary review body. The review committees generally
have access to rudimentary statistical indicators, and the indicators of
excellence mentioned above; but an important instrument for evaluation at
their disposal is wide-ranging observations and interviews with faculty and
students within a program. Carefully corroborated impressions gathered from
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such a review can anticipate problems in seemingly strong programs or
detect promise in a developing department.
A final point on quality assessment of doctoral programs is offered
on the evaluation a new program proposal
,
where the following essential
conditions of excellence (and minimum levels for specific disciplines)
should be considered:
1. Are adequate resources available to teach doctoral students?
2. Is the departmental faculty large enough to provide necessary
stimulation from a variety of perspectives?
3. Are essential sub-fields covered by the faculty?
4. Are the library and physical resources adequate?
5. Do the scholarly achievements of the faculty indicate that they
can handle advanced instruction in the proposed areas?
6. Is instruction in supporting disciplines available and adequate?
7. Is there an available supply of good students? 8
Other considerations include: What are the placement prospects for graduates?
Does the proposed program duplicate others in the state or region? Finally,
does the program fit in with the mission of the university?
Let us now bring these quality assessment and cost analysis considera-
tions into the formulation of a program review procedure.
Program Review Procedures
With the vast amount of recent literature on graduate education, 9 as
well as the many different guidelines developed for planning, accreditation,
8Blackburn, Robert T. and Paul E. Lingenfelter
,
op , cit
,
p. 19.
^National Board on Graduate Education, An Annotated Bibliography on Graduate
Education 1971-1972, Washington, D. C., October. 1972.
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and review of graduate programs by the Council of Graduate Schools, other
national agencies or commissions, state and regional boards, and by many
individual universities, a very challenging task awaits the administrator
or committee charged with developing such a procedure for use within an
institution.
The review procedure best suited for a particular institution depends
on a number of characteristics of that institution and its environment
including:
1. How it is affiliated historically and organizationally with its
neighboring institutions and state higher educational organization,
with respect to program approval and review, and program comparisons
2. The size and the history of the institution, the magnitude of the
graduate enterprise in relation to undergraduate studies, growth
patterns of graduate enrollment, stature of the faculty, and
resources available for graduate study;
3. The federal, state, and endowment financial support history for
graduate study and research at the institution;
4. The graduate school organizational structure, whether centralized,
or decentralized by Arts and Sciences and the professional schools;
5. The nature of the initiation of the graduate review process—by
the graduate dean?, the university president?, or the state
educational board?—and the financial pressures for accountability
and possible growth or cutbacks envisaged.
Any procedure developed for university-wide use must consider the
differences in graduate programs and the variations in resources needed in
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the different fields of study. The procedure should allow a fair evaluation
of all programs to be reviewed. Preliminary questions that should be
addressed are:
1. What are the purposes in developing a planning and review procedure?
Who must agree on these purposes?
2. How comprehensive will such an effort be? Over what time frame
shall the reviews take place, and should there be regular time
periods (every five years?) for in-depth university-wide reviews?
3. What financial internal staff resources are available, over what
time span, to effectively perform the reviews?
4. Who will be performing the interviews, data gathering, data
analysis, and report writing? Will the study be an intra-
institutional one or consist of outside reviewers with internal
staff support?
5. Should programs be examined individually, by cluster (programs in
closely related fields, with any possibilities of merger or new
interdisciplinary program emerging)
,
or simultaneously with
similar programs on a state-wide or regional basis?
6. What data must be gathered to form an information base from which
to draw for evaluative purposes? What computer data bases and
programs must be developed and what computer simulation models
for forecasting need to be acquired or developed? How much time
will it take and what is the cost of this data analysis effort
versus the perceived benefits?
7. How can the support of the graduate faculty in this undertaking
best be established in such a necessarily cooperative venture?
And how can self-study best be encouraged and facilitated?
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8. Can any weak or outdated programs be isolated and selectively
evaluated separately for immediate merger or phase-out in advance
of a more comprehensive campus-wide review?
9. What effective administrative controls exist or need be developed?
What types of information systems and budgeting methods will be
available to implement the appropriate review and planning
recommendations to achieve the desired results?
If the above questions appear to concentrate primarily on the review
process and not so much on planning, it is because of the present environment
of graduate education nationally, that of taking stock in present resources
and making hard choices with constrained budgets. Actually, both planning
(here defined as intended allocation of resources among alternative activities
available) and review should be a normal, regular process occurring both
within each graduate program and at the graduate school level, utilizing
necessary staff resources and on-going and ad hoc faculty and student
committees established for these purposes.
One proposed procedure yields results in the form of a long-range
(ten year) plan for an institution's graduate education enterprise, which
plan (and procedure) is reevaluated every decade. The development of this
plan should take one year, during which a report is prepared, to give
direction and goals for graduate education and procedures for conducting
program reviews . The report should also recommend any changes in the
organization and administrative roles of the graduate council and the
graduate school. This long-range plan is developed by a steering committee
consisting of representatives from the graduate faculty, graduate students,
and administrators concerned with graduate affairs. Since this task is
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a large undertaking with the results affecting the entire institution,
the charge to the steering committee and its composition must have the
approval of the appropriate campus governing bodies (e.g. faculty senate,
graduate student senate) and the endorsement of the top campus adminis-
trators responsible for academic affairs.
The steering committee is assisted in its task by topic committees
examining such matters as: a) program proposal and review principles and
procedures, b) graduate curricula, c) alternative programs and degrees,
d) financial support of graduate students and research, e) interaction
with undergraduate studies, f) supporting resources. Additionally the
steexhng committee has the responsibility to secure and coordinate staff
resources (normally from the graduate school and the institutional
research office) for data collection and analysis to support the work of
its topic committees
.
The steering and topic committees, some members of which should be
graduate council veterans, will have occasional interactions with the
graduate council and the graduate school during the course of the one
year study. But every attempt should be made to keep some distance
from: the on-going operations of the graduate school and the (normally)
shorfcer-range policy deliberations of the graduate council, due to the
greaXer time perspective necessary in formulating such a long-range
plair„ Each topic committee will normally be considering the factors
referred to earlier (quality, costs and benefits, resource sharing,
information standardization, joint processes) during its particular
study.
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Recommendations in the final report resulting from this study are
then discussed, approved, and acted upon through the appropriate normal
faculty and student governing channels, and administrative hierarchy.
An obvious alternative to this "top-down" approach is that of self-
study and data gathering by each program, or a review process for a group
of programs under one academic dean. A complete "bottom-up" approach
has drawbacks though, due to the autonomous nature of academic departments
perhaps not giving sufficient consideration of the institutional
resources as a whole. The author suggests that a good balance be sought
between the centrally-directed and completely decentralized alternatives
for conducting effective program planning and reviews, to encourage
openness and trust between faculty and administration in these
necessarily cooperative and sensitive tasks.
To summarize, a graduate program planning and review procedure may
be developed and formally established at the graduate school or university-
wide level. From the author's view, based upon close observation of
alternatives, this procedure may best be developed by a steering committee
and supporting topic committees of concerned faculty, students, and
administrators compiling and examining other universities
'
principles and
procedures, as well as other state and national studies and guidelines for
graduate education, in view of its own institutional goals and resources.
When the appropriate procedure has been developed, and approved by all the
appropriate governing levels of the university, it becomes a major university
policy document for dealing with all matters of graduate education involving
long-range planning and review. Such a document should have the general
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support and acceptance of faculty and students, offer clear guidelines
to discourage unfair treatment of graduate program proposals and
evaluations, and provide the necessary administrative procedures to
effect change.
In conclusion, the development of a graduate program planning and
review procedure as outlined above provides a framework for the methodology
of graduate program analysis and evaluation, involving cost/benefit
analysis and quality assessment through the use of staff resources and
analytical tools. Within this context of an institutional planning and
review methodology for graduate programs, the present study is focused
on the use of simulation modeling to augment the decision maker's
long-range perspectives. Before the author's model is presented, we
shall examine various approaches to university simulation models in
the next chapter.
CHAPTER IV
COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS FOR UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
Purposes and Categories of Planning
and Resource Allocation Models
The use of simulation modeling applications for planning and resource
allocation in higher education seems to have risen in proportion to the
increasing pressure on higher education for accountability and for effective
and efficient management. Models of higher education can help explain
complex issues which arise in planning and thereby aid in formulating
educational and administrative policies. Wallhaus offers a number of
useful guidelines in viewing existing models, and in developing the model
for this present study:
The most effective use of modeling in education is as a tool to
provide information in the form of decision alternatives, cost
estimates, and indications of probable results.
The question of the degree of disaggregation depends on many
factors—the availability of data, the economics of data
collection, the purposes of the model, the constraints on the
computational requirements of the model, and the structure of
the system being modeled, including the amount of stratification
which is possible.
The first step in model building should center on identifying
output variables which contribute to planning and decision
making, policy variables over which university management has
control, and the linkages between output variables and policy
variables
.
One of the first questions to answer in model building is the
question of who is going to use the model and for what purposes.
Constructing a model which embodies the capabilities desired
by the decision maker who is to use the model and then com-
municating to him the limitations and assumptions must be a
primary concern of modeling in higher education.
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Model validation is concerned with ensuring the correctness
or validity of the model and evaluating its contribution to
the purpose of which it was constructed. 1
The majority of the analytical models that have been recently
developed have focused upon the operating or capital budgets of the
institution and not on details of the departmental operation. The
larger models have attempted to be comprehensive in dealing with all
the expenditure components of the institution, while a number of
specialized models have addressed specific components of the institu-
tion in greater depth. For example, several models have been formulated
just to forecast student enrollment or faculty distribution. The
mathematical complexity of the various models varies from simple
addition and multiplication to sophisticated optimization techniques.
The functions, underlying theory, methods, subjects, sources of data,
uses and operational status of the models developed all vary considerably.
Weathersby and Weinstein have classified the structure and scope
of a number of mathematical models into seven major categories: 2
(1) the function or purpose of the model, (2) the theoretical foundation
for the particular formulation, (3) the mathematical techniques used,
(4) the subject or subjects of the model, (5) the sources of data,
(6) the previous and current uses of the model, and (7) the operational
status of the model.
^allhaus, Robert A., "Modeling for Higher Education Administration and
Management," in Management Information Systems in Higher Education: The
State of the Art
,
Charles B. Johnson and William G. Katzenmeyer (Eds.),
Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1969, pp . 127-134.
2Weathersby, George B. and Milton C. Weinstein, A Structural Comparison
of Analytical Models for University Planning , Ford Research Program in
University Administration, Paper P-12, University of California,
Berkeley, 1970.
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A broader based survey by Schroeder, "of management science in
university operations," places modeling within the following classifi-
cations: (1) Planning, Programming and Budgeting Systems (PPBS)
,
(2) Management Information Systems, (3) Resource Allocation Models, and
(4) Mathematical Models. 3
"Planning refers to the setting of organizational objectives and goals;
programming refers to identifying and evaluating programs or alternatives
which meet those objectives; and budgeting refers to providing the resources
to support the programs." 4 Because of the comprehensiveness, and the
financial commitment necessary, not much progress has been made in higher
educational applications—indeed in the author's opinion, this comprehensive
approach seems to be losing support—in implementing a full PPBS.
"A Management Information System (MIS) generally refers to collection,
storage and retrieval of information for both planning and control
functions. The information in an MIS will usually include financial
and budgeting information as well as other information such as student
records, enrollment data, course demand data, facility planning data and
so on." 5 As with PPBS, the comprehensiveness of the MIS approach has
led to less than complete and successful results. More usually, a
collection of quasi-separate applications is developed to satisfy
operational needs
.
"Resource allocation (or cost simulation) models relate the inputs
of the educational process to the resources required. They translate
enrollment projections into demand for courses, faculty, facilities and
3Schroeder, Roger G., "A Survey of Management Science in University
Operations," Management Science , Vol. 19, No. 8, April 1973, p. 895.
4Ibid
,
,
p. 896.
5Ibid
.
,
p. 897.
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support activities. The required resources are then costed and
aggregated for various output reports." 6 Finally, mathematical models
normally refer to those models whose purposes include student enrollment
projection, faculty staffing, and optimal resource allocation, among
others
.
Yet, other ways to classify models may be according to their
"macro" or "micro" system characteristics, or according to their
deterministic or stochastic properties. There exists a great diversity
of methodological approaches to modeling, however there has been very
little emphasis on quality considerations in model development, due to
the difficulty of quantifying qualitative aspects.
Johnstone suggests three major problems impeding research in
modeling: (1) data unavailability, (2) model validation efforts, and
(3) which modeling approach is best to use in different circumstances. 7
He suggests that the long-term usefulness of modeling is limited
especially in situations involving rapid change, as is the case with
higher education systems today. "Hence model development should be
moving from a purely predictive mode of operation to an explanatory/
predictive mode." 8 This, however, raises a paradox, that although
modeling is best validated under stable conditions, decision-makers
are faced with using the unvalidated results of models applied to
rapidly changing or unstable systems.
6 Ibid.
,
p. 898.
yJohnstone, James N., "Mathematical Models Developed for Use in Educa-
tional Planning: A Review," Review of Educational Research , Spring
1974, Vol. 44, No. 2, Washington, D.C., pp . 193-94.
6Ibid
.
,
p. 195.
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Large-Scale Model Development and Implementation
This section will illustrate the development and implementa-
tion problems of large-scale, macro models by highlighting a major
study of a number of institutional efforts, followed by a brief
description of three selected models. The next section will then present
a contrasting approach (based on system dynamics methodology) to macro
modelling to be employed by the author in graduate education planning.
Gonyea's dissertation attempted to determine whether the planning
subsystem in a PPBS actually exists in universities, by examining the
role of simulation model development in seven major institutions.® She
describes the budget of an academic institution as both a technical
instrument of management and a policy document which reflects changes
taking place in the academic direction of an institution. On the
technical side, the principal change in budgetary practice in higher
education has been a conversion from old-style object or line-item
budgets to a new system of program budgeting, where the budget
identifies institutional programs and their associated financial
commitments, reflecting earlier long-range planning and shorter-range
programming decisions.
In examining a planning system for a complex university, Gonyea
identifies seven main administrative units for the purpose of coordina-
ting information flow.
(1) Student Affairs - includes all student-related data sources
such as admissions, registration, records, financial aid and
alumni
.
®Gonyea, Meredith Ann, A Study of the Planning Systems Used in Administra-
tive Decision Making by Selected Universities , Ph.D. Dissertation in
Higher Education, The University of Michigan, 1971.
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(2) Staff - includes data sources related to faculty and staff.
.'(3) Finances - includes all data sources related to financial
records such as accounting, purchasing and payroll.
(4) Academics - includes data sources related to academic programs
and budgets as well as research activities.
(5) Facilities - includes data sources related to physical
facilities existing or in planning.
(6) Office of Institutional Research (OIR) - serves as the coordi-
nator of information from the other planning system sub-units,
the top-level management and the environment.
(7) Support - activities which include administrative data
processing (ADP)
,
the Research Computing Center (RCC)
,
and
the resources of the library.
Within this concept, information concerning the students and staff
in the institution flow to and from the particular sub-system set up to
support the particular activity. Information for day-to-day operations
as well as for research analysis on the activity itself serves as
feedback to the sender. Analysis information is fed upward to the
coordinating level and from there upward in the managerial level and
outward into the society itself.
A basic pattern emerged from her study of the selected universities
attempting modeling, consisting of five phases:
Phase I : A decision-maker, internal or external, to the University,
perceives the need for information about the university and its
future prospects. He contacts a person in the organization, such
as the director of OIR or an interested faculty member, whom he
feels can provide the necessary analysis.
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Phase II : The director of OIR and/or the interested faculty
member consult on the possibility of development of a model.
They prepare a proposal to develop such a model. This proposal
is submitted to a source of power and resources, normally at the
vice-president level, who is sympathetic to the idea of informa-
tion for planning purposes.
Phase III : If support, both moral and financial, are supplied, the
project proceeds. If not, then the director of OIR and/or the
faculty member may seek external support from government or
foundation sources. In either case, when funds are supplied, the
professor and the director proceed to hire bright young students
to provide the computer programming for the development of the
model. The interested faculty member supervises the design of
the model and the computer-processing work of the students. The
director of OIR is usually responsible for the collection of
data to run the model.
Phase IV : Normally the OIR does not have all the appropriate
data available and will have to obtain other data presently existing
in other departments, such as ADP, Space, Admissions, etc.
Extensive time and human effort (including social-political
problems in obtaining the data) must be exerted in the collection
and editing of data which requires a highly competent staff.
Phase V : Once the computer programs have been run and output has
been obtained, the results are submitted to the decision makers for
use. If the administrators know how to use the data, they will
continue to actively support the continuation of the modeling
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efforts and the development of a planning system. If they do not
see the value of the data (i.e., if a cost versus benefit analysis
of the modeling effort and the results appears unfavorable), they
may provide only token support for the general idea of modeling
and planning systems development. In such a case, the model
builders may seek support elsewhere, or stop work on the project
completely.
In summary, Gonyea draws the following conclusions from her study
of the planning theory and procedures in some universities:
(1) The determination of the need for planning must be internal
to the organization for the effective development of a planning
system. So, also, must be the statement of the objectives.
(2) Obtaining approval of the project requires sufficient
communication of ideas in terms that can readily be understood,
to convince decision-makers of the value of the project.
(3) The actual execution of the modeling project requires upper
level support in resolving the organizational unit conflicts
for data collection.
(4) The technical achievements of the modeling efforts go for
nil if the results are not used by the administrative
decision makers
.
The pioneering effort among the large-scale simulation models is
the CAMPUS model, developed by Judy and Levine through the Systems
Research Group. 10 Originally based on data from the University of Toronto,
1 °Systems Research Group , CAMPUS: Comprehensive Analytic Methods for
Planning in University Systems, University of Toronto, 1969.
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the CAMPUS model has been expanded and generalized to be applicable
to virtually any college or university.
The model itself is capable of performing a variety of simulations
for the user through its elaborate input and output routines. The user
can specify precisely which data are to be supplied as inputs, whether
as user estimated parameters or as decision variables, which parameters
are to be estimated from time series analysis using regression or
exponential smoothing; and which are to be calculated, and reported as
output. The user can specify whether he wants to know average costs, or
incremental costs. The model can compute resource requirements and
costs at any level of aggregation: by program, by department, or even
by activity.
Such flexibility, however, usually requires a model to assume a
massive size, and to require enormous amounts of data. To alleviate
this difficulty, the model is constructed so that most of the data needed
are normally collected by institutions. In addition, the computer pro-
gram is resident on a large time-sharing utility with each user terminal
equipped with cathode-ray tube display, printer, keyboard and access
to the entire program. The data of each user is stored on protected
files, and continuously up-dated. CAMPUS is also designed to provide
information to decision-makers at the level of department chairmen,
program directors, or deans. This requires extensively disaggregated
variables which reflect the reality of each decision-makers 's depart-
ment, program, or college.
The Resource Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM) from WICHE/NCHEMS
referred to in Chapter III (Cost and Benefit Analysis), is less ambitious
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than CAMPUS in level of detail and is oriented principally toward
institutional costs and finances.
Institutional dynamics simulated by RRPM are assumed to be linear.
Parameters not imputed are estimated by regression analysis. The
modular structure provides the design modification flexibility needed
to adapt the model to each institution and to future changes in the
model and the institution. RRPM uses the Higher Education General
Information Survey discipline categories and the program structure
defined by the WICHE Program Classification Structure. Throughout,
definitions conform to those in the WICHE Data Element Dictionary.
The model is autonomous and does not permit user intervention.
Central to RRPM (both conceptually and operationally)
,
and also a
feature of CAMPUS, is the Induced Course-Load Matrix (ICLM)
. The ICLM is a
three-dimensional student credit hour matrix used in two critical
operations of the model. The matrix transforms student enrollments by
major and level into work loads on academic departments. These work
loads form the basis for all instructional resource and cost computa-
tions. Also, the ICLM is the vehicle by which departmental costs are
allocated to student major programs.
Like CAMPUS and most other simulation models, RRPM is strictly a
device to propagate the data points of the educational institution, as
estimated by the analyst. There are, therefore, no evaluations of
objectives in the model. The user of the model must somehow interpret
the results of the simulation and, from this information, make his
operating and investment decisions.
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Sheehan puts forth some important questions regarding RRPM:
"Have the compromises necessary to design a model for most institutions
offset the disadvantages of the alternatives of building a custom
model(s) for your institution or of not acquiring a model at all? Since
RRPM is designed for use in many institutions, have the advantages of
its modular design been carried far enough? Since implementation means
using the KRPM building blocks to fashion a unique simulation of a
unique institution, should not KRPM be more like a high-level programming
language?" 1 -1
The third model, for illustrative purposes, was developed by
Sheehan at the University of Calgary. It plays an integral role in the
instructional budget resource allocation process at that institution.
The basic relationship (fundamental to the instructional operation of
most American and Canadian universities) used in the model is: 12
<J>
= (a * £ * c * i) + (e * |)
where:
<f>
= academic PTE staff required
a = section enrollees
b = average section size (a/s)
c = section hours per section (h/s)
d - units of instruction effort per FTE staff (avg. h per FTE staff)
e = graduate students
11 Sheehan, Barnard S., "Critique of NCHEMS Resource Requirements
Prediction Model (RRPM) Project," in Reformation and Reallocation in
Higher Education, Clifford T. Steward (Ed.), 12th Annual Forum of the
Association for Institutional Research, 1972.
1
2
Sheehan, Bernard S. and Marvin G. Michaels, Experience with Planning
Models in the University Budgeting Process , Report No. 90, Office of
Institutional Research, University of Calgary, Canada, Feb., 1973, p. 5
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k = section hours instruction equivalent for graduate
student supervision
h = section hours
s = FTE sections
Although the above mathematical formulation is not complex, it obviously
makes stringent demands on the institutional data support system. It
could easily be argued that the above data should be readily available
anyway. This model is used for short-range planning purposes, in a
highly centralized decision-making structure, where institutional funding
(in Canadian universities) is based directly on elements and relationships
expressed in the above model. Sheehan offers some considerations of
trade-offs and difficulties based upon his modeling experience:
The more complicated a model is made in order to more closely
simulate a real institution, the more expensive it becomes. As
with any management decision, one has to weigh the costs of
increased model capability against the benefits gained. Since
a major benefit from the modeling process is the knowledge
gained in building the model, one must view modeling as a
learning experience. Therefore initial versions of the model
should be simple enough so that learning is reinforced. The
model design must take into consideration the ability of the
university data base to provide input, values of decision
variables and system parameters.-13
And to paraphrase Bell's cautionary remarks:-11*
None of the models are capable of predicting and accounting for
environmental effects outside the academy. The variables that
might have the greatest effect are outside of the model and
there is no way to bring them in. With this, in mind it is
important to design a model of realistic scale that does not
exert too much costly energy in making computations at an
unreasonable level of accuracy.
1 3Ibid
.
,
p. 9.
^Bell, Colin, "Can Mathematical Models Contribute to Efficiency in
Higher Education?" in Papers on Efficiency in the Management of
Higher Education
,
Alexander M. Mood, et al.
,
A Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education Report, McGraw Hill, 1972, p. 59.
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System Dynamics Modeling Methodology
In contrast to the major modeling and support efforts above, the
author is interested in constructing a model for long-range planning
and experimentation with policy alternatives affecting graduate education.
He will not demand an extensive, costly data support system for the
model, but simply wishes to provide an analytical tool to augment
decision-making. To study the effects of policy variations on the
causal connections of graduate education, undergraduate education, and
research, he needs a framework within which he can: a) express a broad
range of quantitative causal hypotheses, b) combine them into a
realistically complex model (representation of theory)
,
and c)
manipulate the model
.
The system dynamics philosophy and methodology as developed by
Forrester of M.I.T., will be utilized in formulating the structure of
the model. 15 Schroeder puts forth a strong argument for the application
of system dynamics methodology to social systems:
An essential concept in the study of system dynamics is that it is
a method which places primary importance upon correctly representing
the structure of the system rather than placing prime importance
on accurately reproducing observed real world behavior. Because
system dynamics is concerned with "closed-loop," i.e., feedback
systems, the modeler is not concerned with factors outside the
system which may (and often do) influence behavior, but over which
the system has no control... One learns to evaluate the usefulness
of a model not in terms of its ability to reproduce the past, but
by the degree to which it appears to postulate correctly the forces
which operate between the various sectors of the complex system.
Once parameters can be defined within a reasonable limit, a great
deal of confidence in the model's usefulness in representing the
15Forrester, Jay W., Principles of Systems
,
Wright-Alien Press, Inc.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1968.
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true system, given that the structure is well formulated, is
justified. System dynamics is a method which incorporates the
same properties as our social systems, and hence is a particularly
appropriate tool with which to analyse them. 6
The complex system that we will model then, based on system dynamics,
is an interlocking structure of feedback loops
,
involving many variables
of different kinds which participate in different kinds of interactions
that are fundamentally nonlinear in character. The feedback loop,
central to the theory and techniques of system dynamics, is a closed
path connecting in sequence a decision that controls action, the level
(state or condition) of the system, and information about the level of
the system, the latter returning to the decision-making point. See
Figure IV. 1 for symbolic representation: the amorphous cloud represents
an "infinite source" or "sink" connected to rates that originate outside
the system or flow out of the system; the valve symbol suggests the
control rate; the rectangle is the level
,
or accumulator, which gives
the state of the system; the circle represents an auxiliary variable
which clarifies how a rate variable depends on a level; a continuous
line represents physical flow of a quantity; the dotted line (either
curved or straight) shows information that affects decision making.
^Schroeder, Walter W., Ill, "System Dynamics: A Unique Tool for
Analysing Data-Deficient Social Systems," IEEE Transactions on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics
,
Vol. SMC-2, No. 2, April, 1972,
p. 218. [Professor K. Sahin has pointed out to the present writer
that, although system dynamics is indeed an attractive and powerful
simulation methodology, Schroeder's points are all disputable. He
notes some limitations of system dynamics: (1) not much emphasis
on historical trends, which play an important part in influencing
decision-making, (2) discrete events in reality, but simulated
by a continuous method, and (3) not much optimization, which in
reality plays an important role in decision-making.]
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Figure IV. 1. The System Dynamics Feedback Loop
The system dynamics methodology is particularly useful for better
understanding of behavioral characteristics of such complex systems as
higher education, as we see from Anderson's recapitulation of some of
Forrester's main points on complex systems ; 17
Despite the simplicity of the individual policies in a system,
overall system behavior is typically complex, perverse, and counter-
intuitive—especially to the untrained intuition which bases its
expectations on the well-understood behavior of simple systems.
Complex systems are commonly quite insensitive to changes in the
numerical values of the great majority of their parameters; to
modify a system's behavior significantly, one must either mani-
pulate the very few parameters to which that behavior is
sensitive or (usually more fruitfully) change the structure of
the system. Interventions undertaken at random are almost
certain to be frustrated by one of the following modes of
system perversity:
(1) Complex systems have a strong tendency to resist externally-
induced changes by readjusting themselves internally to restore
the status quo ante.
(2) Complex systems tend to start from the point of intervention
in the desired or expected direction and then to reverse themselves
over the long term, yielding overall results opposite to the intent
of the intervention.
^Anderson, Richard Bryan, Technical Education for National Prosperity:
Industrial Dynamics Applied to the Clarification of an Educational
Controversy
,
Doctor of Education Thesis, Harvard University, 1971,
pp. 163-164, (Anderson references Forrester: Industrial Dynamics ,
M.I.T. Press, 1961, and Urban Dynamics , M.I.T. Press, 1969).
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Rather than our attempting to formulate some of the limitations
and unrealistic characteristics of mathematical models based on
statistical data, in comparison to the advantages of system (or Industrial,
as originally termed) dynamics, we quote again from Anderson's thesis,
where he states the arguments cogently, since they are relevant to the
present model: 18
Most mathematical models that have thus far impinged upon
education research have been of the statistical-analytical
type. Such models manipulate the information contained in
statistical data in an attempt to find patterns which will
reveal the nature of the systems which generated the data.
Forrester feels that such efforts are doomed to failure
because of unrealistic objectives, content and structure.
The content of statistical-analytical models is unrealistic
in the sense that the variables that make up such models do
not contain the most essential information about the nature
of the complex systems being modeled.
Not only is the class of variables irrelevantly restricted,
but so is the range of values of variables that do get into
the models.
Finally, the output of most statistical-analytical models is
relatively hard to translate into policy terms and even harder
to translate into the language of the practitioner who must
carry out policy.
The structure of statistical-analytical models furthermore fails
to reflect that of the complex systems which interest the
researcher in education.
In contrast to these negative assertions, we now present
Forrester's specific claims concerning the abilities and
values of his philosophy, approach, and technique of
Industrial Dynamics. These claims include:
Cl) Generality : the modelling technique is based upon
the general theory of systems discussed in Forrester's
writings. The generality that Forrester ascribes to the
theory therefore accrues also to the technique.
1 8 Ibld,
, pp. 165-173, (Again Anderson draws heavily from Forrester's
Industrial Dynamics) .
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(2) Realism : the proper objectives of Industrial Dynamics
models are both valuable and realizable with available
resources; the content, structure and behavior of such
models faithfully reflect those of the real systems they
represent
.
For illustrative purposes, three of the growing number of applica-
tions of system dynamics methodology to the study of higher education
include
:
1. An examination of the following interrelated dynamic factors
of universities: "... increasing financial pressures, doubts
about their relevance, continuing student violence, over-
crowding and the chaos of a knowledge explosion...;" 19
2. A highly aggregated model of a university, conceptualized
"... as a system of interacting flows of students, faculty,
capitol assets, information and money...;" 20
3. The development of a model for "... a comprehensive theory of
the causal relationships between technical education and
prosperity in developing nations..." 21
Although the author has not seen any of the results of the first model
example above, it serves to illustrate the applicability of system
dynamics to such hard-to-quantify notions as knowledge obsolescence and
student frustration operating in a university and influencing research
funding and instructional resource decisions. Example number two deals
with more readily quantifiable information, also from an institutionally
19Fey, Willard R. and John E. Knight, "The Dynamics of Educational
Institutions," Paper presented at Summer Computer Simulation Conference,
Boston, Massachusetts, July 19-21, 1971, p. 1.
20Thompson, Robert K.
,
"Higher Education Administration: An Operating
System Study Utilizing a Dynamic Simulation Model," in Albert N. Schrieber,
Corporate Simulation Models
,
University of Washington, Seattle, 1970, p. 480.
21Anderson, op. cit.
, p. xiv.
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global perspective, where student enrollment demand influences faculty
hiring and space requirements over a fifty year simulated period. In
contrast to this particular example, which relates most closely to the
model in the present study, we will select only certain elements that
bear directly on the academic program. Example number three was cited
because it extensively applies system dynamics to the operation of
higher educational institutions interacting with the larger society.
Now, following our review of simulation modeling in the higher
educational context, and guided by: a) the literature on principles
and applications of the system dynamics methodology, and b) the
literature surrounding the substantive problem concerning graduate
education planning described earlier in the present study, we proceed
to define more specifically and develop our model for graduate
education planning.
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CHAPTER V
THE GRADUATE EDUCATION PLANNING MODEL (GEPM)
Description and Development of the Model Using
the System Dynamics Methodology
We begin by stating a clear purpose of the model so that we can
later evaluate the model as to its adequacy and its worth. As alluded
to earlier, the purpose is to evaluate the effects on an institution
of long-range policy changes in certain important variables affecting
graduate education, undergraduate education, and research, including:
the levels of and support for faculty and for graduate student teaching
and research apprenticeship, graduate and undergraduate enrollment
levels, and faculty-to-undergraduate and faculty-to-graduate student
ratios
.
Next, the use of the model will be in a highly data-aggregated
form, either from the perspective of a campus-wide graduate school
where specific disciplines of study are not identified, or on the
departmental level, where those characteristics of individual academic
programs can be examined. It is anticipated that the users of the model
will be deans, department heads, and committees charged with evaluating
graduate education in terms of long-range planning considerations.
Finally, we will describe a closed system model. The interrelated
functions identified above in describing the purpose of the model will
be treated within the structural and policy concerns of the university;
in fact, the model is limited to academic program considerations within
the university complex. We know that decisions concerning physical
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planning and student services, for examples, within the university, and
that decisions of such groups as the state and federal legislatures, will
directly or indirectly affect variables of the model, but all such
decisions will be treated as exogenous to the model's operation.
Conceptually the model is fairly simple. However, the detail
necessary for sufficient realism to make the model at all useful, has
led to a relatively complex model. In system dynamics terminology it is
of the fifth order, which means that five of its variables are formulated
as explicit accumulations (or integrations over time) . These five level
variables are fed or depleted by thirteen flows, formulated as rate
variables in the model equations. As the system dynamics approach
requires, each rate variable is a function at any instant of: (1) the
instantaneous values of the level variables and (2) model parameters
which are set at the beginning of a given simulation and which remain
constant throughout that simulation. Some of the rate equations are
complex enough, or have components that also affect other rates, that
it has been convenient to separate parts of them off into auxiliary
equations. In fact, the entire financial sector of the model consists of
related auxiliary equations
.
There are three general categories of resources under study in
the model: (A) students, (b) instructional and research staff, and
(c) finances supporting the academic programs. As we see in Figure V.l
below, these categories include within them six sectors: (1) undergraduate
students, (2) graduate students, (3) graduate teaching assistants,
(4) graduate research assistants, (5) faculty, and (6) academic program
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budget. For simplicity, the notion of full-time-equivilency (FTE)
,
in
terms of students, staff, and salaries, has been employed both in data
collection and in equation formulation throughout the model. See Appendix
E for a brief comparison of GEPM data elements used in comparison to those
defined by WICHE/NCHEMS
.
Students Staff Finances
The lines in the above diagram attempt to reflect the direct causal
interactions that the sectors have among each other, where, for example,
the number of faculty influence the number of graduate students, based
upon the instructional capacity of the faculty. And in turn, the number
of graduate students impact the number of graduate teaching assistants,
through, the desired percentage of graduate students employed as teaching
assistants, further constrained by the academic program budget allocation
for teaching assistantships
.
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Undergraduate Sector
Each, of the sectors will now be described in some detail, with the
graphical assistance of system dynamics flow diagramming, exemplified in
Chapter IV- (At this point, the reader may wish to flip open the foldout
two page Appendix F dictionary of mnemonic symbols for quick reference
as we examine each sector, and later as we interpret the simulation runs.)
In the undergraduate sector (see Figure V.2), the student enrollment rate
(UGENROL) is influenced by: (1) the undergraduate enrollment adjustment
time in years (UGENROF)
, (2) the most recent dropouts (UGDROP) and bachelor
degree recipients (BACHDEG)
,
(3) the desired total number of undergraduates
to be enrolled (DUGENRO)
,
(4) the enrollment level (UGRADS) , and (5) the
undergraduate instructional capacity (UGICAF)
.
UGICAP is based upon:
(1) the number of faculty (FACULTY), (2) the number of teaching assistants
(TASSIST)
, (3) the average teaching effectiveness (or capacity) of a
teaching assistant as compared to a faculty member (TAFACEF)
,
and (4)
the desired (DUGFACR) undergraduate to faculty (plus teaching assistant
instructional capacity) ratio. [For purposes of this simple model it was
felt unnecessary to include any delay function in the flow lines between
the rates; this applies to the other sectors also.]
Figure V.2. Undergraduate Sector Diagram
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UGRADS, the undergraduate enrollment level at any time is a function
of the number of new enrollees (UGENROL) and the departing students,
either by dropping out (UGDROP) or by graduating with the bachelor
degree (BACHDEG)
. Since the level equation (UGRADS) performs the process
of integration, it can be shown in the notation of calculus and differential
equations to illustrate the mathematical basis of the method:
UGRADS (t) = UGRADS (t„) + / (UGENROL - UGDROP - BACHDEG) dtU C
0
where: UGRADS(t)—the value of the level at any time t
UGRADS (tg)—the initial value of the level at tg
J. —the operator indicating integration or accumulation from
0
time = tg until time = t of the difference in flow rates
UGENROL—the flow rate being added
UGDROP, BACHDEG—the flow rates being subtracted
dt—the differential operator representing the small difference
in time that multiplies the flow rates.
This integration process is carried out in the model through successive
executions of the following recursive equation:
UGRADS (t) = UGRADS (t - dt) + (UGENROL - UGDROP - BACHDEG) dt
The dropout rate (UGDROP) is simply a fraction (UGDROPF) of the total
number of undergraduate students enrolled that leave the university each
year, by dropping out, failing, or through transfer to another institution.
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The bachelor degree rate is also a simple fraction (UGBACHF) of the number
of undergraduates enrolled, that receive the degree each year and leave
the system. It should be noted that there is assumed an infinite (or
sufficient) source of persons eligible and willing to enroll each year to
the extent that the system can handle them [thus the symbolic "cloud"
(representing an infinite source) in the diagram leading into UGRADS]
.
Also for purposes of this model, the number of dropouts and bachelor degree
recipients that are generated over the years through a simulation, are
not fed back into the model directly
,
thus the infinite "sink" representa-
tions in the diagram. One final link of the undergraduate sector goes from
UGRADS (outside this sector) to partially determine the academic program
cost 1 per student (APCPS)
,
which is also determined by the number of
graduate students and the total academic program budget.
Each equation for the undergraduate sector will now be described,
then stated concisely in the DYNAMO 2 language, which is normally used in
formulating system dynamics models (the DYNAMO notation is briefly
described, following the equations of this section, on pages 58 and 59) .
The undergraduate instructional capacity (UGICAP)
,
or the maximum number
of FTE undergraduates the teaching staff can accomodate, is equal to the
desired student-faculty ratio times the FTE teaching staff. The teaching
staff consists of both faculty and graduate teaching assistants, where in
the equation, the teaching assistants are multiplied by a fraction (TAFACEF)
^here is no attempt in the model to ascertain the cost per graduate
student, only to calculate the cost per student , i.e., the total full-
time-equivalent graduate and undergraduate students divided into the
total academic program budget, over varying conditions during the
simulation.
2Refer to the DYNAMO II User's Manual (by Alexander L. Pugh III, MIT
Press, Cambridge, MA, 1973) for a description of the DYNAMO language.
(A brief explanation of notation used in GEPM is summarized in Appendix D.)
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representing their average effectiveness (or teaching load) as compared to
the FTE faculty. More concisely:
A UGICAP.K = DUGFACR * (FACULTY. K + TAFACEF * TASSIST.K)
For example, if the student-faculty ratio was set at 15, the number of FTE
faculty was 100, the number of teaching assistants was 20, and the teaching
effectiveness Cor load) of a teaching assistant was assumed to be .25 of a
faculty member, then the number of undergraduate students able to be
"satisfactorily" taught would be:
UG1CAP = 15 * (100 + .25 * 20)
= 1575 undergraduates
The undergraduate enrollment rate (UGENR0L)
,
or number of new enrollees
per year, is equal to the minimum of the desired number of undergraduates
and the instructional capacity, minus the current level of undergraduates
enrolled, divided by the adjustment delay time (set at one year). The
most recently calculated number of dropouts and bachelor degrees are then
added to complete this equation, which was formulated in order to allow
enrollment level control:
R UGENROL.KL = (MIN (DUGENRO
,
UGICAP.K) - UGRADS . K) /UGENROF
+ UGDROP.JK + BACHDEG . JK
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The undergraduate dropout rate (UGDROP)
,
or number of undergraduates
that interrupt their studies toward the bachelor degree (at the institution
modelled), is simply calculated as a fraction (say,
.05) per year of the
total undergraduate enrollment level at any time:
R UGDROP. KL = UGDROPF * UGRADS .K
Similarly, the bachelor degree rate (BACHDEG)
,
or number of students
receiving the bachelor degree and thus leaving the system, is considered in
this model a fraction (say, .25) per year of the total undergraduate
enrollment level:
R BACHDEG. KL = UGBACHF * UGRADS.K
[In establishing these relationships, care was taken to assume dimensionally
correct equations. For example, the above equation is expressed in terms of
students/year = fraction/year * students.]
The undergraduate enrollment level (UGRADS)
,
or number of FTE
undergraduates, is equal to the most recent undergraduate level calculated,
plus the incoming rate of new enrollees per year, minus the dropout rate
per year, minus the bachelor degree rate per year, these three rates then
multiplied by the time interval (fraction of a year) used in the simulation
calculations
.
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L UGRADS. K = UGRADS.J + (UGENROL.JK - UGDROP.JK - BACHDEG . JK) * TIMEINT
The above relationships are, of course, a crude and highly simplified
conceptualization of the complex undergraduate student flow process, which
involves such elements as transfer students, off-campus program students,
and short-term dropout and returning students. But our model was
designed to be highly data-aggregated, with equations based on simple,
straightforward causal relationships that fairly well reflect reality.
A few notes are now in order to more fully interpret the DYNAMO
equations that have been presented thus far.
The "L" equation above is obviously a level type of equation, which,
in fact, was described earlier using calculus notation. Each of the
equations is calculated for every increment of the simulation time factor
(TIMEINT), which corresponds to "dt" in the calculus notation. [For our
model, experimentation has shown that a value of .25 for TIMEINT (1/4
year calculation intervals) is a sufficiently small "dt" to produce
stability in the computation process itself.] In the level equation,
".K" is a subscript referring to the current value of UGRADS (at time K)
while ".J" refers to the most recent past value of UGRADS (at time J)
.
The ".JK" notation (or time interval) on the three rates UGENROL, UGDROP
,
and BACHDEG refers to the most recent past values of these rates. The
"A" equation is an auxiliary type, on which the "R" or rate equation, UGENROL,
depends. The parameters without this type of subscript notation (TAFACEF,
DUGFACR
,
DUGENRO, UGENROF, UGDROPF, and UGBACHF) are simple constants
that do not change during the simulation; although they may be changed
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as may any other parameter or variable of the model during the initializing
process before the simulation begins. The MIN 3 mnemonic refers to an
algebraic function that simply selects the minimum value of the two
expressions within the parentheses separated by a comma (DUGENRO,
UGICAP.K)
.
The reasoning behind the causal interactions, and the bases for
choice of values to initialize and change parameters will emerge as:
(1) we build upon these sectors into the complete model in this chapter,
and (2) through applications of the model in the next chapter. The
remaining five sectors will be described briefly, as they are based upon
the same principles and use the same notation as in the undergraduate
sector.
Graduate Sector
The graduate sector (see Figure V.3) consists of the level of graduate
student enrollment (GRADS)
,
which changes as graduate students are enrolled
(GENROL)
,
and as students dropout (GDROP)
,
and receive master's (MASTDEG)
and doctoral (DOCTDEG) degrees, and leave the system. The graduate
enrollment rate (GENROL) is a function of the desired total enrollment
(DGENROL)
,
the graduate enrollment adjustment time (GENROF) that students
normally enter each year as either new students or master's degree
recipients continuing on toward the doctorate, and the graduate instructional
capacity (GICAP)
,
which in turn depends upon the desired graduate student-
3 In the FORTRAN program listing in Appendix A the corresponding function,
AMINI
,
is used to select the minimum of two real-valued expressions.
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to-faculty ratio (DGFACR) and the total available faculty (FACULTY)
.
The most recent dropout rate (GDROP)
,
the most recent departing master's
and doctoral degree recipients (MASTDEG and DOCTDEG)
,
and the enrollment
level (GRADS) additionally affect the enrollment rate.
DGENROL
GDROPF tiASDEGF DOCDEGF
Figure V.3. Graduate Student Sector Diagram
The dropout rate (GDROP), the master's degree rate (MASTDEG), and the
doctoral degree rate (DOCTDEG)
,
are each simple functions of the number
of graduate students enrolled (GRADS) and the annual percentage fractions
(GDROPF, MASDEGF, DOCDEGF, respectively) of the total enrollment at any
time. The dotted lines leading outside this sector, show that GRADS
influences: (1) the rate of incoming teaching assistants (TASIN) , (2) the
academic program cost per student (APCPS)
,
explained in the undergraduate
sector on page 55, and (3) the rate of incoming research assistants (RASIN)
.
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The calculus notation will not be given for the level equation in
this or the remaining sectors, as the same underlying mathematics applies.
However, each sector description will be followed by its equations described
in some detail and then expressed in the DYNAMO language.
The graduate instructional capacity (GICAP)
,
or the maximum number
of FTE graduate students the faculty can accomodate, is expressed as being
equal to the desired graduate student-to-facuity ratio, times the number
of FTE faculty. This elementary relationship to represent instructional
capacity obviously must be viewed with caution in applications of this
model; furthermore this relationship can vary considerably among different
disciplines of study.
A GICAP.K = DGFACR * FACULTY.
K
The graduate enrollment rate (GENROL), or number of new (and master's
recipients continuing on toward the doctorate) enrollees per year, is
equal to the minimum of the desired number of graduate students and the
instructional capacity, minus the current level of graduate students
enrolled, divided by the adjustment delay time (set at one year) . The
most recently calculated number of departing students (dropouts, master's
and doctoral degree recipients) are also added to complete this equation:
R GENROL. KL = (MIN (DGENROL , GICAP. K) - GRADS .K) /GENROF
+ GDROP.JK + MASTDEG.JK + DOCTDEG. JK
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The graduate dropout rate (GDROP ) , or number of graduate students
interrupting their degree program, is expressed as a small fraction per
year times the number of FTE students:
R GDROP. KL = GDROPF * GRADS.
K
The master's degree departing rate (MASTDEG) is expressed simply as
a fraction per year of the number of FTE graduate students:
R MASTDEG.KL = MASDEGF * GRADS.
K
Similarly the doctoral degree rate (DOCTDEG) is a fraction of the
number of FTE graduate students:
R DOCTDEG. KL = DOCDEGF * GRADS.
Finally, the graduate enrollment level (GRADS) consists of the most
recently calculated value of GRADS, plus the above incoming minus exiting
rates all multiplied by the solution interval (TIMEINT)
:
L GRADS. K = GRADS. J + (GENROL.JK - GDROP.JK - MASTDEG. JK
- DOCTDEG. JK) * TIMEINT
Teaching Assistant Sector
The teaching assistant sector (see Figure V.4) consists simply of
a level (TASSIST) indicating the number of graduate teaching assistants,
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which is fed by the incoming teaching assistants (TASIN) and depleted by
the outgoing teaching assistants (TASOUT) . TASIN is a function of: (1)
the teaching assistants incoming adjustment time (TASINF)
,
(2) the desired
ratio of teaching assistants to the number of enrolled graduate students
(DTAGRAD)
, (3) the number of graduate students (GRADS) , (4) the academic
program budget residual (ACADPBR)
,
(5) the fraction of ACADPBR that is
allocated toward teaching assistant stipends (APTABF)
,
and (6) the average
teaching assistant stipend (AVGTAS)
,
modified by a formulation (ATASI) of
the annual salary increment. Additionally the teaching assistant level
(TASSIST) and the most recently calculated departing teaching assistants
(TASOUT) affect TASIN.
TASINF DTAGRAD
Figure V.4. Teaching Assistant Sector Diagram
The TASOUT rate is simply a fraction (TAOUTF) of the total number of
teaching assistants (TASSIST) expected to leave that role annually. As
mentioned in describing the undergraduate sector, TASSIST influences the
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undergraduate instructional capacity, through teaching assistants
employed as faculty surrogates. Also TASSIST impacts the academic program
budget sector in the formulation of the teaching assistant budget (TABUDG)
.
The teaching assistant incoming rate (TASIN)
,
or number of new
assistants employed each academic year, is equal to the mininum of the
following two expressions: (1) the desired ratio (a fraction) of teaching
assistant positions-to-enrolled graduate students, minus the current number
of teaching assistants, divided by the adjustment time of one year, plus the
most recently calculated exiting teaching assistants, and (2) the last
number of exiting teaching assistants, plus the positive (or negative)
number of positions authorized due to budgeting constraints. The calculation
of these additional (or fewer) positions is based upon the fraction of the
academic program budget residual 4 used for providing these teaching assistant
stipends, divided by the average stipend.
R TASIN.KL = MIN ( ( (DTAGRAD * GRADS.K - TASSIST .K) /TAS INF + TASOUT.JK),
(TASOUT . JK + APTABF * ACADPBR.K/AVGTAS .K)
)
The teaching assistant outgoing rate (TASOUT) is simply a fraction
per year of teaching assistants completing their contracts, times the level
of positions:
R TASQUT. KL = TAOUTF * TASS 1ST.
K
4This residual, as will become clear in describing the academic program
budget sector later, is the resulting positive or negative value of
subtracting the academic program budget expenses from the state and
research funds that constitute the academic program budget.
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And the teaching assistant level (TASSIST)
,
or number of teaching
assistants employed at any time, is equal to the most recent calculation
of TASSIST, plus the number of entering minus exiting assistants multiplied
by the solution interval:
L TASSIST.K = TASSIST. J + (TASIN.JK - TASOUT.JK) * TIMEINT
Research Assistant Sector
This sector (see Figure V.5) is based on the same considerations as
expressed in the last sector, except that we are dealing here with research
rather than teaching apprenticeship. It is thus understandable that the
level of research assistantship can be an influencing factor for inducing
research funding into the academic program budget.
DRAGRAD
Figure y.5. Research Assistant Sector Diagram
We shall list this sector's equations directly, without any descriptive
text, since they directly parallel those equations in the teaching
assistant sector:
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R RASIN.KL = MIN(((DRAGRAD * GRADS. K - RASSIST.K) /RASINF
+ RASOUT.JK)
,
(RASOUT.JK + APRABF * ACADPBR.K/AVGRAS .K)
)
R RASOUT.KL = RAOUTF * RASSIST.K
L RASSIST.K = RASSIST . J + (RASIN.JK - RASOUT.JK) * TIMEINT
Faculty Sector
In Figure V.6 below we see that the faculty sector has an almost
identical form to that of the previous two sectors. Here again only the
differences will be pointed out. As was noted in the graduate and
undergraduate sectors, the faculty level determines the instructional
capacity. The diagram also shows the faculty level influences on the
academic program budget sector in two auxiliaries: (1) the faculty budget,
and (2) the research funding to help support the academic program.
Figure V.6. Faculty Sector Diagram
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It should be noted that the faculty level (FACULTY) is considered to be the
total FTE faculty, including all assistant, associate and full professors.
AVGFACS is the average salary over all faculty. As in the research
assistant sector, we will only list the equations for the faculty sector
in DYNAMO, without benefit of other description, since these equations
should be understandable to the reader at this point.
R FACIN.KL = MIN(((DNOFAC - FACULTY .K) /FACINF
+ FACOUT.JK), (FACOUT.JK + APFACBF * ACADPBR.K/AVGFACS .K)
)
R FACOUT.KL = FACOUTF * FACULTY.
K
L FACULTY. K = FACULTY. J + (FACIN.JK - FACOUT.JK) * TIMEINT
Academic Program Budget Sector
This final sector involves the financial resources from state
funding and non-state (primarily federal, for sponsored research activities)
funding for academic program activities of the administrative unit under
study. Figure V.7 below identifies four expenditure budgets: (1) the
teaching assistant budget (TABUDG) determined by TASSIST and AVGTAS,
identified earlier, (2) the research assistant budget (RABUDG) determined
by RASSIST and AVGRAS, (3) the faculty budget (FACBUDG) determined by
FACULTY and AVGFACS, and finally (4) the direct academic program support
budget (DSUPBUD) determined by (1), (2), and (3) above in addition to a
multiplicative (overhead) factor (DAPSUPF)
.
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EQURAF
One of the two incoming budgets, RESAPB, represents the research, or non-
state, funding induced by the faculty (FACULTY) and research assistants
(RASSIST) to support the academic program. The research factor (RIFI)
,
provides annual incrementing (which can be positive or negative) to the
research inducement factor (RESINDU) . EQURAF is used as a fractional
multiplier of RASSIST, to represent faculty equivalency for inducing research
funding. For example, if EQURAF is set to .25, this means that in aggre-
gate terms, the research assistants are 1/4 as effective as the faculty in
securing research funding.
The other incoming budgetary source, STATAPB
,
represents the state
funding allocated to the academic program. This is incremented by the
annual state funding factor (SAPBI)
,
providing either positive or negative
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annual increments; the most recently calculated budget residual (ACADPBR)
also influences the state budget. This residual, ACADPBR, is simply the
surplus or deficit at each calculation of income minus expenses of the
academic program, which constrains the number of incoming teaching and
research assistants and faculty (these causal links are shown in the
complete diagram in Figure V.8). As noted earlier, the academic program
cost per student (APCPS) at any time is the result of dividing the total
number of FTE students (GRADS plus UGRADS) into the total academic program
budget (STATAPB plus RESAPB)
.
The equations of this sector, all of which are of DYNAMO type
"auxiliary," are now presented with brief descriptions. The average
teaching assistant salary (AVGTAS) per year is equal to the last calculated
salary per year plus the average annual increment based upon the solution
interval. [Note the use of the AVGTAS. J notation, rather than the ".K"
notation normally used on the right side of an auxiliary equation in DYNAMO.
The purpose of this is to avoid compounding annual increments during
fractional year solution interval calculations, in our FORTRAN model. This
same note applies to the AVGRAS, AVGFACS, STATAPB, and RESINDU equations
below, which are all dependent on annual increments.]
A AVGTAS. K = AVGTAS. J + ATAS
I
The teaching assistant budget (TABUDG) , or funding per year necessary
to support all the teaching assistantships , is equal to the average
stipend per year, times the number of FTE teaching assistants:
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A TABUDG.K = AVGTAS.J * TASS 1ST.
K
These similar equations for research assistants (AVGRAS and RABUDG)
and for faculty (AVGFACS and FACBUDG) are just listed below without
further description:
A AVGRAS.K = AVGRAS. J + ARASI
A RABUDG. K = AVGRAS. K * RASSIST.K
A AVGFACS.K = AVGFACS. J + AFSI
A FACBUDG. K = AVGFACS.K * FACULTY.
K
The direct support budget (DSUPBUD)
,
or funding per year for
administrative and other expenses directly associated with the academic
program, is calculated by multiplying a constant factor by the previous
three staff budgets:
A DSUPBUD .K = DAPSUPF * (TABUDG.K + RABUDG. K + FACBUDG. K)
The state academic program budget (STATAPB) , or the state funding
requested per year to directly support the academic program, is equal to
the last calculated value of STATAPB plus the annual increment (based on
the solution interval, to avoid compounding), minus the last calculated
academic program budget residual.
A STATAPB. K = STATAPB. J + SAPBI - ACADPBR.
J
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The research inducement factor (RESINDU) is the calculated average
amount of research funding "brought in" annually per FTE faculty member
equivalent
:
A RESINDU.K = RESINDU. J + RIFI
The research academic program budget (RESAPB) is equal to the
RESINDU factor times the faculty equivalency for attracting research funds.
(EQURAF * RASSIST was explained earlier with this sector's diagram.) This
relationship may be highly questionable when applied to a small department
with research grants in the hands of a very few faculty members.
A RESAPB. K = RESINDU. K * (FACULTY. K + EQURAF * RASSIST. K)
The academic program budget residual (ACADPBR)
,
is as explained
earlier, the resulting positive or negative value at each solution
interval, of the incoming funds minus the expenditures. The values
calculated for ACADPBR are normally well below one percent of the
corresponding values for the total academic program budget (STATAPB +
RESAPB)
.
A ACADPBR. K = STATAPB. K + RESAPB. K - TABUDG.K - RABUDG.K
- FACBUDG.K - DSUPBUD.K
In our final equation we calculate the average academic program cost
per student as simply a marginal indicator of student cost variation over time.
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A APCPS.K = (STATAPB.K + RESAPB.K)/( GRADS. K + UGRADS.K)
Model Overview and Fortran Program Formulation
Now that all the sectors and their associated causal interactions
have been described in some detail, it is still instructive, in the
author's view, to display the complete flow diagram of GEPM on the next
page. The main purpose here is to provide the overall model structure
and a means of tracing all the causal paths. [Again the reader is reminded
of the final dictionary of model symbols in Appendix F, which is a
useful reference to better understanding of this diagram.]
The complete listing of the model, GEPM, may be examined in Appendix A,
following these prefatory remarks. As mentioned earlier, the model was
written in FORTRAN; reasons for this choice of computer language include:
(1) the most appropriate language for system dynamics models, DYNAMO,
would have been accessable to the author only at considerable expense
in terms of time and money, since the nearest computer center with DYNAMO
available is at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (some ninety
miles away), (2) although DYNAMO can be used via a time-sharing terminal,
it still was not selected for this model because of the normal problems
associated with using another institution's computer center from a distance,
as well as the fact that GEPM will probably be used mostly in the batch
mode, (3) the author has written many programs in FORTRAN and has much
more familiarity with this language, and finally (4) the academic computer
center at the University of Massachusetts is extremely convenient to the
UNDERGRADUATE
SECTOR
Figure V.8. GEPM: Complete Flowchart
of Causal Interactions
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author, where quick simulation runs and program changes can readily be
made as the model naturally evolves, depending on the author's insights
and user demands
.
There are, as might be expected, a number of handicaps in using
FORTRAN rather than DYNAMO for system dynamics models, since all of
the DYNAMO facilities for input and output, the various delay, table, and
smoothing functions, and the equation error-checking features, must be
either translated somehow into FORTRAN or not used in the model. Two
major advantages of FORTRAN, however, are: (1) the widespread use of the
FORTRAN language (in contrast to DYNAMO), allowing the model to be used
at any university, and (2) the FORTRAN language being usually less expensive
than DYNAMO in terms of computer time costs. The program presented here,
in the author's view accurately reflects the model described. The main
routine (GEPM)
,
and the subroutines (ARRAY, PREP, OUTP, and PLOT) used to
output simulation results in the form of selected variable values and
associated plots, are extensively self-documented, for the benefit of both
the reader and the author.
Note that in the program listing, asterisks on the extreme left
indicate comments to assist the reader in interpreting the program. GEPM
is first described in general terms followed by input and output specifi-
cations for the user. Next, after the array locations are set up by
DIMENSION and EQUIVALENCE statements, the names of all the program's
parameters and variables are established through the NAMELIST directive.
We then see all the parameters and variables initialized by model sector,
with values for the Graduate School of the University of Massachusetts.
{To model another administrative entity would simply require the replacement
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of these initial values with other appropriate values.] Some statements
follow in the program to set up the input and output for the model. We
next see the equations presented for each sector, corresponding to their
DYNAMO counterparts as described in this chapter. Finally in GEPM, the
simulation results in the form of tables of values and plots are prepared
by calling subroutines PREP, OUTP and PLOT (which are listed on the
subsequent pages)
.
This simulation model continues to evolve (as most models do) from
its present state as the author gains more experience in using it,
recognizing its deficiencies and thus enhancing it. The next chapter
will present some of the results from application of the model to the
University of Massachusetts. The final chapter, then, will address
questions of model evaluation, limitations of the study, and proposed
further applications and model development.
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CHAPTER VI
APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
The Campus-wide Graduate School
In the program listing in Appendix A, we see that the model's
parameters and variables were initialized with beginning fiscal year
(FY) 1975 (July 1, 1974 - June 31, 1975) data from the campus-wide
Graduate School perspective. Parameter and variable values for rates of
enrollment, degree production, staffing, and budget were established to
a limited extent from trends of the past few years (found in various
campus budgetary and statistical reports)
,
but mainly on the differences
reflected in fiscal year 1974 and 1975 data. See Figures VI. 1 and .2
for financial and student-staff trends from FY 1974-75 data for the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst (UM/A) . Sufficiently validated
and useable historical data are scant indeed, to which most persons,
attempting a project such as this study, will attest. In fact, one of
the strongest reasons for employing the system dynamics methodology, is
that it allows extrapolation into the future, based simply upon
initialized parameters and variables from the recent past, driving
equations that represent the causal relationships of the system under
study. In Chapter IV, we noted some of the differences between this
methodology and other simulation methods relying on extensive historical
data for projections that surely will not be realized due to any number
of unforeseen exogenous events occurring. Using system dynamics does
not, of course, make our projections any less susceptible to those
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Teaching Assistant Budget Research Assistant Budget
Faculty Budget Direct Academic Program Support Budget
State Academic Program Budget
$15M
$11M
FY74 FY75 FY76
Research Academic Program Budget
Figure VI. 1. Financial Trends of Academic Program Factors From FY 1974
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500 RASSIST
FY74 FY75 FY76
1300
1290
No. of FTE Teaching No. of FTE Research No. of FTE Faculty
Assistants Assistants
19170
18809
FY74 FY75 FY76 FY74 FY75 FY76 FY74 FY75 FY76
No. of FTE Undergraduates No. of FTE Graduate
Students
No. of Bachelor
Degrees
1000
MASTDEG
FY74 FY75 FY76
350
DOCTDEG
FY74 FY75 FY76
No. of Master's Degrees No. of Doctoral Degrees
Exiting
Figure VI. 2. Staff and Student Trends from FY 1974
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unforeseen future events. We make no claim to predict the future
accurately, but simply permit experimentation with academic program
policy changes using a somewhat realistic representation of the dynamic
system structure.
Let us now discuss the Graduate School simulations and results. No
specific fields of study are identified in this application of the model,
where parameters and variables were established from total and averaged
data over the seventy-some master's degree and forty-some doctoral degree
programs.
Financial considerations in the model are limited to that part of
the budget applied directly to supporting the academic programs. This
includes all state and non-state funding associated with instructional,
research, service, administrative, and direct support activities that
are a part of the academic program (i.e., the total academic department
budget if modeling a department, or the total campus academic program
budget, in the case of the Graduate School). Excluded are such major
items as student services, physical plant operations, and capital
expenditures.
The FY 1975 operating budget (based on both state and non-state
funding) for all academic programs is about $54 million, which represents
almost half the total campus operating budget ($116 million) . Of this
$54 million, for support of the campus academic program, $43 million was
allocated by the state (the Commonwealth of Massachusetts), and $11
million was provided from non-state sources (federally sponsored research,
primarily) . This same $54 million was budgeted for the following
expenditures: (1) $27 million for all faculty salaries, (2) $3.3 million
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for all teaching assistant stipends, (3) $1.8 million for all research
assistant stipends, and (4) $21.8 million for all direct support within
the academic programs. These data were derived from the FY 1975
campus operating budget report and may be more easily viewed in tabular
form in Figure VI. 3 below showing projected expenses and funding sources.
Regarding finances, the model focuses primarily on the instructional
and research personnel costs, namely salary expenses for faculty, and
teaching and research assistants, which for FY 1975, totals about $32
million—representing one-fourth of the annual campus operating budget.
Academic Program Budget Expenses Academic Program Budget Sources
Faculty Salaries Budget
TA Salaries Budget =
RA Salaries Budget =
Direct Support Budget =
$27.0 million
$ 3.4 million State Budget = $43.0 million
$1.8 million Research Budget = $11.0 million
$21.8 million
TOTAL $54.0 million $54.0 million
Figure VI. 3. Academic Program Budget for FY 1975
Although many faculty members would argue that a hard look should
be taken at the direct support portion of the budget (21.8 million) the model
does not at present include features to examine this area, other than
a simple constant factor multiplying the three accumulated staff budgets
above. A few of the experiments that the model can perform in terms of
budgetary implications for the future ( leaving quality judgments to the
user of the model ) include, variations in:
1. The student-faculty ratios,
2. The instructional and research staffing rates.
3.
Staff salary increments,
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4. Graduate and undergraduate enrollment rates and levels,
5. State and research funding.
Some comments and assumptions are in order before we look at the
output results in the following figures and in Appendix B. Research
funding and research activities under consideration in the model include
both basic and applied research. Tuition payments as a funding source,
was not built into the model, because as a public institution, tuition
is very low, amounting to only five percent of the University's revenues
presently. Furthermore this tuition income reverts directly back into
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' general funds, thus having no direct
relationship to the University budget request. Tuition payments would
certainly be included in such a model, should it be applied to private
universities which are heavily dependent on tuition income. Raising
tuition for public institutions is being widely discussed now, and an
argument could easily be made to include such a factor in the model later
to determine the effects of such a policy change.
The simulation results of three different applications to the
campus-wide Graduate School aggregated data are shown in Appendix B.
Parameters and variables were initialized to commence all three
simulation runs at the beginning of FY 1975, using the FY 1974-75 trends
together with anticipated cycles and growth, salary inflation, student
quotas, and other factors, to calculate projections over the next ten
years, in increments of quarter years.
Before getting into the details of interpreting the computer output
of Appendix B, we briefly describe the different runs and summarize their
Run 1 continues the anticipated trends displayed in Figures VI.
1
results
.
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and
.2, with state funding continuing to inflate at eight percent over t jje
past year's expenditures, annually. Faculty induced research funding is
projected to oscillate in a sinusoidal manner from minus ten percent to
plus ten percent over an eight-year period. Run 1, in fact, portrays
a "steady-state" operation of the campus-wide academic program up to
FY 1985. The graphical output in Appendix B is presented here in
Figure VI. 4 (financial factors) and Figure IV. 5 (staff and student
factors) in very simplified form, for a quick visual appreciation of the
changing variable values over the next ten years. These figures clearly
demonstrate that continuous growth in financial support is needed to
maintain a fairly constant level of teaching and research staff, student
enrollment, and degree production—all based, of course, on the value
assumptions initialized in this simulation run, including continued
inflationary staff salary increases, student-faculty ratios, etc.
In contrast to this projection of stability, which may be an
optimistic but unrealistic forecast of the future, we are free to
experiment with the model in any number of ways, as exemplified in the
next Runs 2 and 3. But before we continue, a clarifying note is
nexessary for interpreting the initializing assumptions of the simulation
runs.
Reference to the Appendix F dictionary of mnemonics, together
with the first page of Appendix B which lists the initial values of the
appropriate parameters and variables, provides all the assumptions
quantified to start the simulation. [The "E" numerical notation in
the Appendix B values refers to the exponential representation of each
value. For example, the initial number of graduate students (GRADS) is
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Figure VI. 4. Graduate School Run 1 (Financial Factors)
$91960000
$54300000
$40610000
$11520000
$4108000
$2205000
$249300
$4300
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Figure VI. 5. Graduate School Run 1 (Staff and Student Factors)
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set to 4319, which is arrived at by moving the decimal point four places
to the right in the".4319E+ 04" notation.] TASINC, RAS1NC, FACSINC,
RESFINC, and STAFINC each have a sequence of ten values, representing
separate annual increments to teaching assistantship stipends, research
assistantship stipends, faculty salaries, research funding, and state
funding, respectively.
Run 2 increases graduate enrollment and the desired graduate
student-to-facuity ratio, while decreasing undergraduate enrollment
and the desired undergraduate-to-facuity ratio. Run 3 specifies a
decline of ten percent in state funding for the FY 1976 budget (which
has been proposed by the Governor)
,
then continues with eight percent
annual state funding increases over expenditures. All three runs
assume no change in the gradual modest seven percent annual faculty
salary increases which attempt to keep up with the inflationary cost
of living
.
In contrast to the stable enrollment projections of Run 1, in
Run 2 we desired an increase in number of graduate students, which
resulted in a fairly rapid expansion to 6492 FTE graduate students by
FY 1985. Also we specified a decrease in undergraduates, which resulted
in 15,000 FTE undergraduates by FY 1985. One measure of the effect in
this policy change was a ten percent increase in the academic program
cost per student (_APCPS) to $4715 by FY 1985, as compared to an APCPS
Value of $4300 by FY 1985 in Run 1. Another indicator of the effects
of Run 2 is the change in student-faculty ratio, which can be an
important quality criterion. Here the undergraduate-to-faculty ratio
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'has decreased from 12.5:1 to 11.6:1 by FY 1985, whereas the graduate
student-to-faculty ratio has increased from 3.4:1 to 5:1 by FY 1985.
This run exhibits some of the feedback characteristics of system
dynamics models that may at first appear counterintuitive
,
but after
some reflection, the results do seem to reflect reality. Figure VI.
6
is presented on the next page as a comparison to Figure VI. 5, showing
the effects on Staff and Student Factors, due to the policy changes to
increase graduate and decrease undergraduate enrollments. Although we
have specified an increase in the graduate student-to-faculty ratio
from 3.4:1 to 5:1, why does it take up to four years to expand graduate
enrollment to the graduate instructional capacity of 6435 (for 1287
faculty)
,
when at no point in the run has the number of faculty fallen
below 1287 (Appendix B may be consulted for detailed output)? Similarly,
why should it take as long as four years to gradually reduce the under-
graduate enrollment from 18130 to about 15000, to comply with our new
policy suggestion? These phenomena occur because of the realism built
into the model's equations, reflecting certain feedback delays (in
enrollment rate, dropout rate, length of time to earn degree) so that
decreases and increases in enrollment necessarily resist sudden changes.
This type of reaction is characteristic of complex systems, contrary
to the belief or intention of the uninitiated policy maker.
Run 3 produces fairly rapid declines in both staff and students,
as one might expect when the state funding is decreased by ten percent
in FY 1976. This is especially critical with a general economic
inflation increasing at a minimum of ten percent, resulting in a
significant economic loss in the academic program state funding. In
87
15000
6492
3450
1493
1299
940
504
454
Figure VI. 6. Graduate School Run 2 (Staff and Student Factors)
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this run, the state funding is assumed to increase at eight percent
per year over expenditures, following the proposed cutback. We also
see that the number of FTE faculty is reduced from 1293 in FY 1975 to
1250 in FY 1977, then gradually rises to 1261 by FY 1981.
New, to examine the computer output in Appendix B, some inter-
pretive comments are in order. The second page in this Appendix
presents the tabular results of Run 1
,
as described in the heading
comments on that page. [As you look at the first run, try to compare
the simplified graphs in Figures IV. 4 and .5 with those on pages 5 and
6 of Appendix B, given the different scale factors for each variable,
reflecting the minimum and maximum values of each, calculated over the
ten year period.] The first row of eight mnemonics represent values in
terms of money, from the teaching assistant budget (TABUDG) across the
page to the academic program cost per student (APCPS)
. The second row
contains representations of numbers of people, from teaching assistants
(TASSIST) to the number of persons receiving doctoral degrees (DOCTDEG) .
We can follow the double rows of resultant values, corresponding to the
two rows of mnemonics, from the first quarter of FY 1975 down through
the start of FY 1985 (fourth page of Appendix B) in increments of quarter
years
.
Whereas these tabular results are used primarily for reference
purposes, the plots shown in the subsequent two pages should make the
results much more comprehensible. On page five of Appendix B we see
the simulated results of the selected financial variables plotted in
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quarter-year time increments from the first quarter of FY 1975 down
to the beginning of FY 1985 (indicated between the heading and terminal
"TIME" labels) • Across the top of this graph we observe numerical
scaling factors associated with each of the variables on the right.
Again, we identify the first six of these variables: TABUDG represents
the total teaching assistant budget at any time, RABUDG is the research
assistant budget and FACBUDG, DSUPBUD, STATAPB and RESAPB are the
faculty, direct academic program support, the state appropriation for
academic programs, and the research (or non-state) academic program
budgets, respectively. Also included are the academic program budget
residual (ACADPBR) and the academic program cost per full-time-equivalent
student (APCPS)
.
[In our case, the number of graduate credit hours/9
and the number of undergraduate credit hours/15 yield the graduate
and undergraduate FTE counts, respectively.] Each of these variables
is given a unique letter (on the extreme right) , which is used to plot
calculated values of the variable on the graph according to its scale
and against time.
Within the options available for plotting, as described in the
PLOT subroutine's program listing in Appendix A, here we have selected
the PLOT option to compute the scale's range for each variable,
representing the minimum and maximum values calculated for the variable
during the course of the complete simulation run. The scale s extreme
values are then divided equally into one hundred points, where every
fifth increment is shown at the top of the graph. The scale values of
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the variables are shown above the top of the graph for the minimum and
each successive quarter; plus "+" symbols are placed in columns separating
the quarter sections for readability only. One final point: the
DUPLICATES column on the right shows all symbols that could not be
plotted due to the presence of another letter symbol in that place on
the graph (i.e., D, S, A, and C are assumed to be at the topmost left
position on the graph occupied by F) . The DUPLICATE symbol notation
does not imply duplicate values
.
We observe in this first graph of financial variables, that all
exhibit gradually increasing values from FY 1975 to FY 1985, with the
exceptions of N (RESAPB, the research funding) and A (ACADPBR, the
academic program budget residual)
,
the latter oscillating rapidly as
this equation computes funding support minus staff and overhead
expenses. [The budget is not "balanced" each year, but the excess or
deficit in the budget (reflected in ACADPBR) is used as feedback to
successive calculations.]
Page 6 of Appendix B presents the curves of the student and staff
variables (TASSIST through DOCTDEG) , all representing full-time-equivalent
(FTE) numbers of persons in the system, with the assumption that departing
degree recipients represent exiting FTE's. All the curves oscillate
due to the causal relationships in the system, but to some extent
reflect the research funding decline from FY 1975 to FY 1977, followed
by its increase to FY 1982, and again its decrease up to FY 1985.
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Runs 2 and 3 were already briefly summarized, and their results
are presented in the following pages of Appendix B for the interested
reader to examine.
In the next section of this chapter, we present the results of
some initial simulations of the School of Education, simply to demonstrate
the model's applicability to a smaller academic unit than the campus
as a whole.
The School of Education
This administrative unit was selected by the author for some
simulation runs because: (1) the present study is a Doctor of Education
dissertation, and (2) the School of Education has some factors of
central importance to graduate education that vary considerably in
magnitude from those same factors in most of the University's other
graduate programs. Three of these factors are: (1) the FTE graduate
student-to-faculty ratio (DGFACR) was in 1973 about eighteen-to-one, in
contrast to the Graduate School as a whole (and the case for most of the
other graduate programs)
,
which is about three-to-one, (2) one-third
of the graduate degrees awarded per year through all the sixty some
doctoral-master's degree program units (some, however are quite small),
have been through the School of Education, and (3) although the School
of Education faculty consists of about one-twentieth of the total
campus faculty, approximately one-third of the total externally sponsored
basic and applied research funding has been attracted by the School of
Education. It is beyond the scope of this study to examine the reasons
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for these major variances with the other graduate programs. However,
one reason for the high graduate student-to-facuity ratio is that many
students in the Ed.D. program have entered with a master's degree and
some years of field experience, thus requiring less faculty guidance.
Also, research funding increased very rapidly under the charismatic
leadership of Dean Dwight Allen (who recently resigned) during the past
seven years, during which period the School gained national and inter-
national recognition.
Our first run reflects conditions through FY 1983, if characteristics
(from data provided in the Graduate Program Review
,
by Dean M. H. Appley,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, September 1973) were to continue
Without major changes. (See Appendix C for results of three runs.) A
decrease and leveling off of the number of FTE graduate students from
1103 to 1000, however, was projected. Outside sponsored funding was
projected to increase annually at a rate of five percent (in contrast
to the declining rate projected for the Graduate School as a whole).
We then made two simulation runs with some changes that might
possibly occur because of the former Dean's departure and the tightening
of sponsored research funding generally. In Run 2 we decreased both the
graduate enrollment and the graduate student-to-faculty ratio (to 10:1).
One of the resultants of these induced changes was an increase in the
average cost per student of almost $1000 by FY 1983, in comparison to
the value for that same final period of Run 1 simulation.
The third run shows the results of a projected major reduction of
ten percent in research funding for FY 1976, 1977 and 1978 and also a
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ten percent reduction in state funding for FY 1976. One of the results
of these cutbacks shows a reduction of FTE faculty members from 63 in
FY 1973 to 58 by FY 1979. Of course we could also have experimented
with a reduction of faculty salary annual increases, to partially offset
this state and research funding cutback.
These are simply examples of the use of GEPM as an experimental
device to anticipate the long-range effects of academic program policy
changes. The real "payoff" of this model will come from observations
of "seasoned" academicians suggesting initial parameter and variable
values, probable value changes, and enhancements to the basic model so
that projections "make sense," and insights to the long-range effects
of changes are gained by users of this model.
Although the questions of model validity and usefulness of its
results will be addressed in the next chapter, the reader may well
ask at this point: How can I believe the results of these runs?, and
How can this model help me make better planning decisions? To the
extent that the reader understands and agrees with the causal relation-
ships and underlying assumptions and limitations of this model, its
results should be reasonably acceptable, and planning decisions should
be improved. The value of such a model is that through many experimental
runs it can rapidly and inexpensively give useful information about the
dynamic behavior of the real system that the model represents.
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CHAPTER VII
MODEL EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of the Model
The Graduate Education Planning Model (GEPM) has finally reached a
stage of development that has captured the main structural relationships of
interest to the author, and now seems to produce some interesting and
reasonable results, examples of which have been presented in Chapter VI and
Appendices B and C. Has the purpose of the model, as stated in the
introductory paragraph of Chapter V, been satisfied? The author feels the
purpose—"to evaluate the effects on an institution of long-range policy
changes in certain important variables affecting graduate education,
undergraduate education, and research"
—
has been met, if one accepts the
intention of this study as stated in the introductory Chapter I, that a
planning tool for decision-makers will be developed. It is left to the
reader, after a careful reading of this dissertation from the background
material through the model development and presentation of results, to
also determine whether the stated purpose has indeed been served and
sufficiently communicated herein.
In the second paragraph of Chapter V, we stated that GEPM can be used
both in the campus—wide environment, and on the smaller school or department
level. Chapter VI presented results of applying the model at both levels.
The. third point of Chapter V's introductory remark indicated that
the model will describe a closed system , which it has, in order to effec-
tively utilize the system dynamics modeling methodology. In its present
deterministic form, the model has no stochastic (random varying) properties.
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because it was thought important to first capture the main structural
elements of the system for experimentation purposes, before later
refinements with, any particular real world random characteristics as may be
suggested by various users. Also the model makes no attempt to optimize,
which does indeed figure into decision-making, and as mentioned earlier
the property of optimization is a limitation of system dynamics methodology.
In validiting the model the author has, to some extent, followed the
approaches for 'first-time' models posed by Emshoff and Sisson: 1 internal
validity, face validity, variable-parameter validity, hypothesis validity,
and event or time-series validity. The structure and interrelationships
within the model, or internal validity, has been the responsibility of the
model architect to assure that it is an accurate reflection of those aspects
of the real system that were deemed relevant. Essentially, validation has
consisted of hand calculations made to assure that results of the simulation
model were indeed consistent with expected results, in addition to presenting
the model and its results in seminar settings and to individual faculty
and administrators for their criticism. A limited amount of "sensitivity
analysis" of the model has been performed to date, through parameter value
changes and observation of results. A selected few of these experimental
results were presented in Chapter VI, where the alteration of some
parameters produced little change, and where other start-up conditions
created different resultant changes. A general cautionary note is pertinant:
When an analyst produces a new simulation model all that can
be hoped for is a test of reasonableness and an act of faith
that its, use will improve decisions. Obviously, in these
1Emshoff, James R. and Roger L. Sisson, Design and Use of Computer
Simulation Models, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1970, pp. 204-205.
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circumstances it is unlikely that the model will be used for
decision making . The simulator may well be used for
qualitative or quantitative decision aiding
,
since in this use
the decision maker is not counting on the model alone. He
may use other evidence to confirm or revise the model results. 2
Although the causal relationships structured in the present model are
based on realistic observations of information from the University of
Massachusetts, as well as being substantiated by other studies noted in
Chapters II and III (as opposed to simply the product of the author's
trained perceptions and bias)
,
it is almost impossible to validate such
a model in the classical sense. System dynamics models, in particular,
should be evaluated according to their clarity of structure and presenta-
tion of time-varying results, when compared to the often unreliable
conclusions reached in extending our mental concept of a complex system.
Indeed, Forrester notes that: "Model validity is a relative matter. The
usefulness of a mathematical simulation model should be judged in comparison
with the mental image or other abstract model which would be used
instead.
"
3
The model presented differs significantly from those large-scale
models described in Chapter IV (i.e., RRPM and CAMPUS), in that GEPM is
simple and inexpensive to use, does not require an extensive data support
system, is longer-range in focus, and is conceptually on a higher aggregated
structural level. A claim can perhaps be made as to GEPM's usefulness
in a companion role to these large-scale models, to serve both as a check
on their results, and as a guide to their applications.
2Ibid.
, pp. 205-206.
3Forrester, Principles of Systems
,
op . cit
.
,
p. 3-4.
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It is the author's opinion (and intention) that as of this writing,
the use of the model has only just begun. Through conversations with some
administrators and faculty members, GEPM—even in its present elementary
stage, will provide a useful and insightful testing device for some
critical decisions being faced, on enrollment policies, resource alloca-
tions, and academic program development. For examples, one may experiment
with budgetary cutbacks, changes in the graduate/undergraduate enrollment
mix, and changes in salary increments should faculty unionization occur.
Some limitations of the model should be made clear at this point:
(1) The realism of the results produced, are functions of:
a) the author's understanding of the system under study, and
his ability to construct and apply the model,
b) the experience of the user (in terms of both understanding
the operation of an academic institution, and the familiarity
with the model's assumptions and structural equations),
c) the extent of detail and number of causal relationships
reflected in the model. Since the model operates in a highly
data-aggregated form, its results must be viewed as trends,
and not as accurate projections over time.
(2) Only elements directly related to academic programs in the
institution are built into the model. Other major influences
from both within the institution's operation, and outside forces
certainly affect academic program considerations. But one of
our major assumptions in constructing a closed system was that
there would be no control over these exogenous events; thus
we made a conscious choice to exclude outside considerations
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and hence clearly recognize this aspect as a predetermined
limitation of the model. Obviously, when experimenting with
the model and viewing results, other parts of the university
context and the larger social and economic environment must
be carefully considered.
(3) To the extent that sufficiently useful data for the model is
either unavailable, or unvalidated as to its accuracy, this
becomes an obvious limitation in experimenting with the model.
(4) The smaller the academic unit being modeled, the more caution
should be exercised in applying the model, as it was designed
to project trends based on a high level of data aggregation.
To summarize, the usefulness and the limitations of the model both
to provide insight into certain causal relationships reflected in the
simulation experiments, and to aid long-range planning consideration,
rests to a large extent on the user's experience and expectations.
Proposed Extensions and Applications of the Model
Mention was made earlier that the model in its present form is
deterministic, i.e., it has no stochastic, or random, elements. Although
random fluctuations do exist in the system (academic program operation)
under study, these random characteristics were ignored in the interest of
simplifying the model. As user confidence is gained in the model, certain
elements may be more realistically treated through the introduction of
randomness. These functions could be developed in the FORTRAN language
to extend GEPM, but any real expansion of the model from its present
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simple form should be done by converting GEPM to the DYNAMO language,
through which the methodology of system dynamics can be much more
effectively applied.
As the author continues to interact with persons interested in this
study and its results, GEPM will surely take on additional refinements
and be embellished for more realism and include important structural
relationships not yet considered by the author working as an independent
researcher on this project.
The inclusion of tuition, as mentioned earlier, may be an important
change. Another is the reflection of the full extent of graduate
student financial support, including fellowships and possibly work-study.
Many of the program proposals being made in present graduate program
reviews may not be able to be tested with the present model; for example,
what increase in program quality would result from a proposed increase in
academic program funding? Other possible extensions and applications
could include:
(1) A decrease in the present required number of faculty and
teaching assistants, and changes in their mix, due to greater
use of instructional aids, such as televised lectures and
computer-aided instruction;
(2) An increase in the faculty required, if a campus becomes
primarily a graduate and upper undergraduate "flagship"
institution within its university system;
(3) If the model were applied to a university in an urban setting,
a decrease in faculty salaries if the choice were made to use
a higher percentage of available part-time faculty; also in
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the urban setting, perhaps fewer research assistants may be
utilized due to apprenticeship training being available in
nearby industry;
(4) Assuming a projected decrease in the 18-21 year population,
a shift to a larger percentage of part-time, older under-
graduates, as well as the demand for more part-time graduate
study as more persons hold the bachelor degree and as
professions and careers change;
(5) Depending on the changing nature of the university, either
more or less of the academic program budget for administrative
direct support functions;
(6) The inclusion of physical space requirements for instructional
and research usage could be added to the model in view of the
accountability pressures for efficiency in operation, not to
mention the soaring costs to heat buildings;
(7) Due to more local and regional sharing of institutional resources
(including faculty, libraries, computers, laboratories, class-
rooms, students, administrators), changes could be reflected
in the parameters or structure of the model.
In fact, GEPM could very well produce a number of offspring, or more
program- or structural-specific models, as it matures. With the apparent
growth of non-traditional forms of graduate and undergraduate education,
both on and off campus, the model may require a very different structure.
Only time will demonstrate whether the batch or the time-sharing mode
(or a combination of both) of model operation is preferable to users.
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In summary, we have developed an analytical tool for assisting the
long-range planning process in higher education with the focus of the
study being on graduate education within the university. While many
universities are undertaking major planning and review projects in
these constrained economic times, such a study as the one presented
here could be of some assistance to those faculty committees and deans
comtemplating policy changes for both economic and programmatic reasons.
As a concluding remark, the experience gained from searching for important
causal relationships (and for appropriate data)
,
and developing this
model has given the author many useful insights into the complexities of
academic program operation that would otherwise never have been gained.
APPENDIX A. FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING OF THE GEPM MODEL
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PROGRAM GEPM ( INPUT, OUTPUT, T A PEI =INPUT, I APE3= OUTPUT, TAPE4, TAPES)
*
* GRADUATE EDUCATION PLANNING MODEL
*
•THIS SIMULATION MODEL (GE=>M) UTILIZES THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS M^THOOO.OGY
•(OF J. H. FORFESTEP, M.I.T.) TO SIMULATE SOME OF THE MAiN CAUSAL
•INTERACTIONS OF IMPORTANCE TO LONG-RANGE ACADEMIC PROGRAM PLANNING
•WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY, WITH EMPHASIS ON 3RA0UATE EDUCATION,
*
•THE MAIN PROGRAM, GE 3 M, AND ITS SUBROUTINES, PF.EP, OUTP, AND PLOT ARE
•ALL WRITTEN IN THE WIDELY AVAILABLE FORTRAN LANGUAGE* AND AS SUCH, HIS
•MODEL IS A°L E TO BE USED ON MOST COMPUTER. SYSTEMS, IN EiTHFR BATCH
•OR TIME-SHARING MOOE.
#
•THE 3 GENERAL CATEGORIES OF RESOURCES, (l)STUDENTS, ( 2 ) ST AFF, ANO
•(3) FINANCES, ARE DIVIDED INTO 8 SECTOFS, ( 1 ) UNL E.RG D AOUATE
•STUOENTS, (2) GRADUATE STUDENTS, ( 3) TE ACHING ASSISTANTS,
* (4) RESEARCH ASSISTANTS, (5)FACUlTY, AND (R)ACADEMIC PROGRAM BUDGET.
•THROUGH A FEEDBACK AND DELAY MECHANISM, THESt RESOURCES INFLUENCE
•EACH OTHER OVER TIME, BASED UPON THE GIVEN INITIAL CONDITIONS AND
•GIVEN DIRECTIONS THROUGH ANTICIPATED TRENDS AND =O.ICY OlCISICNS.
*
•THE MODEL CAN BE USED ON THE HIGHLY AGGREGATED LEVEL 0^ THE GRADUATE
•SCHOO., WHERE NO INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS ARE IDENTIFIED, OR IT CAN BE
•USED ON I HE DEPARTMENTAL OF S C H 00 L (
G
c
‘ CUP OF D EF APT;-i ENTS ) LEVELS.
•THROUGHOUT THE MODEL, THE NOTION OF FULL-TIME c. QU I V AL lNCY ( FT E ) IS
•USED TO REFER TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, SALARIES, ETC. ALSO THE TIME
•FRAME AND THE SIMULATED RATES OF CHANGE APE IN ANNUAL TERMS, ALTHOUGH
•CALCULATIONS AFE BASED ON SMALLER, J S EF -S PE Cl FI ED TIME INCREMENTS
•(WITH REFERENCE TO T-^E CALCU.JS INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE) TO PRODUCE
•SMOOTHER CURVE REPRESENTATIONS OF RESULTS OVER TIME(5, 10, OR MORE YRS)
*
•INITIAL VALUES ARE DEFINED FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE tNTITY UNDET STUDY,
•AS SPECIFIED WITHIN. THE PROGRAM. PARAMETER AND VARIABLE CHANGES AFE
•SPECIFIED BY 3 OATA CARDS FOR EACH BATCH FUN, OK EY 3 INPUTS VIA
•TERMINAL IN THE TIME-SHARING MODE, IN THE FOLLOWING, 3 KECORC FORMAT --
*
•(1 SPACE), IP, (1 SPACE) ,P=VALJE, V=VALUE, ETC.
$
* ( 4 SPACES) , (DUPLICATE OF A D 0 V E DATA UR TO, BUT NOT INCLUDING THE END t)
*(1 SPACE) , (COMMENTS DESCRIBING CHANGES FOR THIS RUN)
*
*
•INITIAL PARAMETER ANO VARIABLE VALUES WILL FIF.ST BE OUTPUT, FOLLOWED
•BY OUTPUT FOR EACH RJN, CONSISTING OF (1) THE ADMINISTRATIVE ENTITY
•BEING SIMULATED, (2) SPECIFIC F AR A MET ER/ V ARI A BL £ CHANGES FROM THE INIT.
•CONDITIONS, FOR THIS RUM. (3) THE VARIABLES SPECIFIED FOP OUTPUT
,
•FOLLOWED BY THEIR CALCULATED RESULTS FOP EACH TIME INCREMENT SPECIFIED,
• AND (4) PLOTS OR THDSc. VARIABLES OVER THE TIME Ptr.UO SII ULATED
•IN THE RUN.
*
*
REAL MASTDEG,MASOEG r
DI MENSION PI (1C) ,P2( 1C) , PN1( 1C) ,PN2( II
)
DIMENSION SMALL ( 10 ) , BIG ( U ) , NAME (lo) ,NLET (1C
)
01 MENSION TASINC (1C) , F AC SI NC ( 1 0 ) , R AS I NC ( 1C ) , PE SE I NC ( 1C ) ,S1 AFlNCdC
*>
EQUIVALENCE (Pld ) ,TA BUDS) , (PI (2) ,RABUDG) , (PI (3) ,FACBUOG) ,
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*(=>1(4)# DSUPBUD) , (PI ( 5) , ST ATA PB) * (PI l 6) ,PESAPB)
,
(Pi ( 7 ) , ACADP8F ) ,
* (PI (8) , APCPS)
E1UIVALENCE(P2(1)
,
T ASSIST)
,
( P2 ( 2) , RA SSIST)
,
(P2 (3) , FACULTY)
,
*( = 2(4) .lir-RAOS)
,
(P2 (5) , GRADS)
,
(P2 (6)
,
BACHDEG)
,
( P2 ( 7 J
,
HA STC EG) ,
*(P2(o)»00CT0EG)
NAMELIST /d/N YEARS, I F I ~ CY R , T I MEINT , UG rvA DS ,'DUG F A CR , F ACUL TY,T AFACE 7
,
* TASS 1ST, UG ENROF, OtJGENRO, UGD?OPF ,UG8ACHF, GRADS, DG F ACR , GE NF OF
,
*D5ENF0L,G0F.0PF, M ASOE GF
, DOG OE GF , A VGTA S, TAETNF ,OTAG AO, APT ABF,
*TAOUTF»AVGFACS>FACj.NF»DNO r AC»APFAC6F»FACOUTF>F ASSIST, AVG FAS,
*MSINF,ORAGRAO, APT A = F
,
R A 0 J TF
,
RESI NOU
,
E QUF AF
,
UA PS UPF
,
T ASI NC,
*RASINC,FACSINC,RESFINC,STAFINC
INITIALIZING PARAMETERS ANO VARIABLES
INITIALIZE RUN COUNT
I ? '.IN = 0
•PARAMETERS ARE RE-INITIALIZED FOR EACH SIMULATION FUN
13 CONTINUE
*NYEARS=NU MBER OF YEARS TD BE SIMULATED
NT EARS=iO
*IFISCYF=INITIAL FISCAL YEAR FOR SIMULATION RUNS
IFISCYR=1975
•TIMEINT = TIME FRACTION OF YEAR FOR CALCULATIONS
I I MEI NT= .25
*
* UNDERGRAD SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
*UGPADS=NO OF FULL -TI M £t EOUI VA . ENT ( FTE ) UNOERGRADS ENROLLED INITIALLY
L'GRA.PS = 1917Q .
*DUGFACR = DESIRED UNDERGRAD TO .‘(FACULTY PLUS TA EQJIV) RATIO
DUGF ACR = 12 •
5
•FACULTY = N0 OF FTE FACULTY INI Ti AL L Y ( T 0 T AL FTE ASST, ASSO, FULL PROF)
FACULTY=1293.
*TAFACEF=AVG TEACHING ASSIST EFFECTIVENESS COMPARED TO FACULTY MEMBER
T A F ACEF= .25
*TASSIST=NO OF FTE TEACHING ASSISTANTS INITIALLY
T ASSIST = 935.
*UGENROF= UNDERGRAD ENROLL ADJUSTMENT TIME(YRS)
UG E NPOF= 1.
*DUGENR0=D C S1RED TOTAL FTE UNDEFGRAD ENROLLMENT
DUGENRO=20000.
*UGOROPF=UNPERGRAO DROPOUT FRACTION OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT PER YEAR
UGDROPF=.C
5
•COMPUTE ItilTI AL OKOPOUT RATE
UGDROP=UGDROPF*UGF ADS
•UGBACH-=UNCERGRAO PACHElOR DEGREE FRACTION OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT PER YEAk
UG 9ACHF = . 23
•COMPJTE INITIAL BACHELOR DEGREE RATE
BACHOEG=UGBACHF*UGRADS
*
* GRADUATE SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
*GRADS=NO OF FTE GFADUATE STUDENTS ENFOLLED INITIALLY
G=A0S=4319.
*DGFAGR=OESIREO GRAD STUDENT TO FACULTY RATIO
DG F A CR= 3 .
4
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*SENR0F=GRA0 ENROLL ADJUSTMENT TIME (YRS)
GENR0F=1
.
•DGENROL=DESIRED TOTAL FTE GRADUATE ENROLLMENT
DGENPOL=5QOO .
*GQROPF=ANNUAL GRADUATE DROPOJT FRACTION OF TOTAL FT E GRAD ENROLLMENT
GDROPF=.01
•INITIALLY COMPUTE G DROP RATE
GPROP=G0FOPF*GRADS
* M AS OEGF= ANNUAL MASTERS DEGREES FRACTION OF TOTAL FTE GRAD ENROLLMENT
MASDEGF=.23
•INITIALLY COMPUTE MAST0E3 RATE
MASTD-G=MASOEGF» GRADS
*DOCD£GF=ANNUAL OOCTORAL DEGREES FRACTION OF TOTAL FTE GRAD ENROLLMENT
DOCDEGF=.07
•INITIALLY COMPUTE DOCTDEG RATE
DOCTDEG=DOCDEGF» GRADS
• TEACHING ASSISTANT SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
•AVGTAS= AVERAGE ANNUAL FTE TA SALARY PER YEAR
AVGT AS = 363 0
.
*TASINC=TA SALARY INCREMENT PER YEAR
CALL ARRAY(TASINC,.C ,.G, .05, .0,. G5,. G, .05, .0,. 05,. 0)
*T ASINF = T AS INCOMING ADJUSTMENT TihE(YFS)
TASINF=1.
*DTAGRAD=DESIRED RATIO OF TAS TO GRAD STUOENTS ENROLLED
DT AGRAD= •
4
•APT AEF=FRACTION OF ACAO PROG BUOGET PESID. EOF. TAS
A 3 T A PF= • 06
•T AOUT F = T AS OUTGOING FRACTION OF TOTAL TAS PER YEAR
HO'JTF = l.
•INITIALLY COMPUTE TASOUT RATE
TASOUT = TAOUTF'> TASSIST
*
* RESEARCH ASSISTANT SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
*RASSIST=MO OF FTE RESEARCH ASSISTANTS INITIALLY
RASSI?T=502.
*AVGRAS= AVERAGE FTE RA SALARY PER YEAR INITIALLY
AVGPAS=360Q,
*PASINC=AVG RA SALARY INCREMENT PEP YEAF
CALL ARRAY (RASINC, . 0 , . 0, .C5, .0, . 05,. 0 , .05, .0 , 05, . 0)
•RAS INF = RA INCOMING ADJUSTMENT T I ME ( YRS)
FASINF=1,
*DRAG?AD=OESIRED RATIO OF RAS TO GRAD STUOENTS
D<A r’R AD= • 3
*APKABF=FRACTION OF ACAD PROG BUOGET RESID FOR FAS
APRA PF= . 0
3
•RAOUTFrRA OUTGOING FRACTION OF TOTAL FAS PER YEAR
RA 0UTF = i
•
•INITIALLY COMPUTE RASOUT RATE
RASOUT=RAOUTF*RASSIST
*
• FACULTY SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
*AVGFACS=AVERAGE FTE FACULTY SALARY PER YEAR INITIALLY
AVGFACS=21278.
*
vD
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*FACSINC=AVG FACULTY SALARY INCREMENT PER YEAR
CALL ARRAY (FACSINC,.GZ,.CZ,.07,.C7,.0Z,.CZ,.CZ,.C7,.07,.C7)
•FACINF=FACULTY INCOMING ADJUSTMENT TIME (YRS)
FACINF=1.
•ONOFAC-OESIRED NO OF FTE TOTAL FACULTY
PNOF AC=1 350 •
•APF ACP r =FRACTION OF ACAD PROG BUDGET FESID. FOR FACULTY
At>FAC°F=.5
*FACOJTF=FACULTY OUTGOING FRACTION OF TOTAL PER YEAR
FAC OUTF= . j 5
•INITIALLY COMPUTE FACOUT RATE
FACOUT=FACOUTF*FACU.TY
*
• ACAOEMIC PROGRAM BUDGET SECTOR INITIALIZATION
*
•INITIALIZE ACAO PROG BUDGET RESIDUAL
AC AOPBR=0.
•ST AT APB = ST AT t FUNDED PORTION OF ACAD PROG BUOGET PER YEAR I Nil I ALLY
ST AT AP9=43261C0)
•
*RESIMDJ = RESEARCH INDUCEMENT FACTORtPEF FAC FTE EQUi.V) ANNUALLY INITIAL
RE SI NPU= 78 0 0 .
•EQUP A F = E DU I V RA TO FACULTY FOR INDUCING RESEARCH FUNOS
EOtJPAF=. 25
* RE S FI NC= RESEARCH FUNDING INCREMENT ANNUALLY
CALL ARRAY ( RES FI NC,-.1,-.C5, .Q,.05,.l,.05,.0,-.05,-.l,-.C5)
•STAFINC=STATE FUNDING INCREMENT ANNUALLY
CALL ARRAY(STAFINC,,08»,G8,»G&»«C6»,G6,,[6,»‘.-o,*Go»»08,,C8)
*DAPSJP r = OI-\ECT ACAD PROG SUPPORT FACTOR (OF STAFF SALARY BUDGETS)
PAPSUPF=.67
•HEADER FOR ADMINIST RATM. VE ENTITY BEING SIMULATED
F0RMAT(1H1,2CX, "GRADUATE -SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OE MASS, AMHEI ST")
•LIST ALL INITIALIZED PARAMETERS BEFORE RUNS BEGIN
IF ( I FUN) 28,28,23
28 WRITE(3,P)
29 I R UN = IRU N+ 1 -
.
1
*
•READ IN PARAMETER AND VARIABLE CHANGES FOR EACH RUN (2 OATA CARDS —
* ONE FOR P LIST CHANGES, OTHER TO OUTPUT SPECIFIC RUN CHANGES)
*
READ <i,P)
IF(EOFU)) 18,19
18 STOP
19 READ 20
2C FORMAT (80H
* )
•TIME INTERVAL COUNT FOR CALCULATIONS
ITImf=IFISCYP
NYEND = IFISCYR«-NYEARS
*
* PRINT HEADING FOR EACH RUN
*
PRINT 9
PRINT A 0, 1 RUN, I F IS CYR, NY END, TIME I NT
FORM AT ( 1H0 ,"GEPH SIMULATION RUN ", 12 ," , FY " , I 4 , " THFOUGH FY ",
•14,", IN INTERVALS OF ",F4.2,” YEAkS, 3ASEO ON INITIALIZc.0 PAF.AHET
k? VALUES"/" AND THE FOLLOWING CHANGES FOR THIS RUN")
40
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PRINT 20
•READ AND PRINT COMMENT CARD DESCRIBING CHANGES FOR THIS RUN
READ 20
PRINT 20
PRINT 41
41 FORMAT (1H0
)
*
• set up Output and plotting
*
RE HI NO 4 f REWIND 5
NV AR 1 = 8
NA ME (1) =6HTABUDG?NAME (2) =6HR APUD G 3 NAME ( 3) =7HFAC9U0G
NAME (4) =7HDSUP8J0sNAME(5f = 7HST AT AP B* N AME <6> = 6HRESAP8
NAME (7)=7HACACP3R*MAME(6) = 5HAc>CPS
NLET (1) =1HT$NLET (2) =1HR INLET (3) =1HF$NLET (4) = 1H0
N.ET (5) =1HS?NLET (6) =1HNSNLET (7) =1HA?NL ET (o) =1HC
CALL PP.E P ( PI, P N1
,
KVA R1 ,4, 1,1,0, 0, NAME, NLET)
N V A R2 = 8
NAME (1) =7PTASSIST?NAME (?) =7M RA SS 1ST* NAME (3) =7H FACULTY
NAME (4) =6HUGRADSSN AME (5) =5HGP ADSINAME ( 6) =7HP ACHDEG
NAME (7)=7HMAST0EG?NAME(6) = 7HOOCTDEG
NLET ( 1) = 1HTSNL ET (?) = 1HRJ NLET (3) =1HF*NLET (4) = 1HU
N.ET (5) = IMG S NLET (6) =1HB*NLET (7) =1HM*NL ET (t )=1K0
CALL FREP(P2,PN?,NVAR2,5, 2 , 1 , 0 , 0 , N AME , NL ET
)
* LOOP FOR SIMULATIONS = NO. OF YPS’I NT EPVAL TIME SLICE
*
LTIME=1. /TIMEINT
DO 60 I=1,NYEARS !
* *
•ANNUALLY INC AVG TA S AL ARY*T-T ME I NT
ATASI=AVGT AS*TASINC (I ) *TIMEINT
•ANNUALLY INC AVG PA SAL A RY*T I F.E INT
ARASI=AVGKAS*PASINC(I)*TIMEINT
,
•ANNUALLY INC AVG FAC SALARY* TIME INT
AFSI=AVGFACS*FACSINC (I ) *TI ME INT
•ANNUALLY INC RESEARCH INDUCEMENT FACT OR*T IhE INT
RIFI=RcSlNDU*PESFlNC (I )* TIMEINT
•ANNUALLY INC STATE FUNDING FACTOR ’TIME INT
SAP9I=STATA°B*ST AFINC ( i) *T IMEINT
*
DO 60 J=l| LTIME
*
*
• UNDERGRAD SECTOR
*
•U/GRAD INSTR CAPACITY = U/F R AT 1 0 * ( FA CUL T Y + T A EPUIV FACTOR)
U3ICAP=0UGFACR* ( F AC JL T Y «- T A E A CEF* T A SS I F T
)
•U/GRAD ENROLL R A TE= I NCO MI N G )/ P R A 0 C A P A Cl T Y -TO T AL
+
l A3 T OROPS + R EGRET
S
US ENROL = (A MINI (OUGEMFO, JGICAP) -I'GF ADS) /UGENF.OF +UG"POF + GA CPDEG
•U/GRAD DROPOUT RATE=DRCPOUT F R A C T ION* L E VEL
JSDROP=UGDRJPF* JGFAOS
•U/GPAO BACHFLO D DEGREE RATF=DESREE FR ACTI ON*L EVEL
BACHGEO=UGBACHF* UbRADS
•U/GRAD LEVEL=LASTMENTERING U/GRAOS-DPOPOUT S-EACHEL OR DEGREES) *TiRE TNT
USRAOS=UGRADS+<'JGEN*’OL - UGDR0P-8ACH0EG)*TIMEINT
I
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* GRAO STUDENT SECTOR
*
•GRAO INSTR CAPACITY = G/E RATI 0 * FACULTY
Gi.CAP = DGFACR*E ACUITY
•GP.AO ENROLL RAT E= I NCOMI NG GRAD CAPA CITY -TOT AL *L AST DROPS +OEG EXITS
GFNROL= (AMI Nil DO ENROL , GICAP) -GR A DS ) / G ENROF +G DROP * M AS T DEG + DOCTOEG
•GRAO DROPOUT FATE = DROPOUI F RA CT 1
0
N*L E VEL
GOROP=GDPOPF*GRADS
•GRAO MASTERS DEGREE RATE=OEGREE FRACT ION*LE VEL
MASTOEG=MASDEGF» GRADS
•GRAD DOCTOKAL DEGfEE RATE=DEGRE£ FRACT I ON*L EVEL
DOCTDEG=OOCDEGF* GRADS
•GRAD L£V£L=L AST+<ENT GRA D S- DR OPOUTS-M AS TEP AND DOC DEGREES) *TI ME I NT
GRADS=GRAOS+(GENROL-GDRDP-MASTDEG-DOCTDEG)*TIMEINT
*
* teaching assistant sector
*
•TAS I NC 0 MI MG = INCOMING TA CAPACITY- TO TAL+TA VAC, CONSTRAINED BY BUDGET
TASIN=AMIN 1 ( ( (DTAGRAD’GRACS-TASSIST) / TAS 1 NF + TA SO UT ) , ( T ASOUT+ APT ABF
**ACAO D BR/AVGTAS)
)
•TAS OUT GOING = FRACTION OF LEVEL
TASDUT=TA 0 UTF*TASSI 5 T
•TA LEVEL=LAST*-(TAS INCOMING-TAS OUTGOI NG) •TIME INT
TASSIST=TASSIST+(TAS 1 N-TAS 0 UT) *TIMEINT
*
• RESEARCH ASSISTANT SECTOR
*
•RAS INC 0 MING=INC 0 M 1 NG RA C APA Cl TY -L E V El +f< A VAC, CONSTRAINED BY BUDGET
RASIN = AMIN1( ( <DRAG.RAD*GRADS-RASSIST) /R AS I NF * K ASO UT ) , ( RA SOUT APRA BF
*»ACAD°DR/AVGFAS)
>
•RAS OUT GOING = F D ACTION OF LEVEL
RASOUT = p AOUTF', RASSIST ;
•RA L £ VEL =L AST + ( F AS INCCMING-RAS OUTGOING) •TIME INT
RASSIST = RASSIST + <F AS I N-R A SOUT) * T IHEI NT
*
I
* FACULTY SECTOR'
*
•FAC INCOMING=INCOMTNG FAC C AP A C I T Y-
T
0 T AL NF A C VAC, CONSTRAINED EY BUDGET
FACIN = AMIN 1 ( ( (DNOFAC-FACU. TY) /FACI NF *F ACOUT) , (FACOUT+APF ACBF*ACAOP
•
B
3 / A VGF A CS )
)
•FAC OUT GOING=FR ACTION OF LEVEL
FACOUT=FACOUTF* FACULTY
•FAC LEVEl = LAST«- (FAC INCDMING-F AC OUTGO I NG ) * TIM E INT
FACULTY=FACULTYf(FACIN-FACOUT)»TlMEINT
*
• ACAOEMIC PROGRAM BUTGET SECTOR
*
•AVG TA SALARY = iNCF BY ANNUAL c ACT OR’ TIME INT
AVGT AS= AVGT AS vAT ASI
•TA BUDGET = A VG TA SALARY*TA LEVEL
T A BUDG= AVGT AS* F ASSIST
•AVG RA S AL A FY = I NC BY ANN J AL -AC TOR* TIME INT
AVG.RAS = AVGRAS + ARASI
•RA BUDGET = AVG RA SALAFY»RA LEVEL
RABUOG=AVG RAS* BASSIST
•AVG r AC SAL ARY=LAST INCR BY ANNUAL FACTOR’TIhE INT
AVGFACS=AVGF ACS+AFSI
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•FAC 3UDGET=AVG FAC SAL ARY*FAC LEVEL
FAC8UDG=AVF.FACS' FACULTY
•DIRECT ACAD PFOG SUPPOFT BU03 E T = F ACT OF OF ACCUM STAFF BUDGET RATES
DSLPRUQ-DAPSUPF' ( T A3U0G* F A CbUOG +F ABUOG)'
•STATE ACAD PPOG BUDGET = L AST CALC ANNUAL INC • TIME 1 NT - RESIDUAL APB
ST AT A D B = ST ATA C B+SAP3I-ACADPBR
•RESEARCH INDUCEMENT r ACTOR=INC BY ANNUAL FACTOk’TIME INT
RESINDU=FESINOU+FIFT
•RESEARCH (NON- ST ATE) APB=PESEAFCH INDUCEMENT FACTOR' (F L + Ei\AF* RAL
)
kESAP3 = RESINCU* ( FACULTY + EOURAF'F^ASSIST)
•APB RESIDUAL=ST AT £ ADB+PES AP B-T A BUDG-F AC BUDG-F ABUDG-DIRBUDG
ACA0PBR=STATAP3 + RESAPB-TA5UDG-">.ABU0G-FACBU0G-DS'JP8UD
•ACADEMIC PROG COST PER ST UDEN T ( GR A 0 *U/ GRA D)
APCPS=(STATAPB+RESA :3 B) / < GR AO S * JGF.A DS
)
*
•OUTPJT TIME PERIOD AT FISCAL YEAR, HITH INTERVENING TIME CALC
• INDICATED BY -TIME=1» 2, 3, ETC
IF ( J-LTIME) 56,57,88
56 IT I ME = J
GD TO 58
57 ITIME=IFISCYR=IFISCYP+1
58 CONTINUE
*
• OUTPUT SIMULATION FESULTS
*
CALL OUTP(P1,PN1,NVAR1,4,1,1,0,T,ITIME)
CALL OUTP(P2,PN2,NVAR2,5,2,i,0,l,ITIME)
60 CONTINUE
* PLOT CJRVES FOR NO. OF TIMES THROUGH LOOP
*
NPTS=NYEARS*LTIME
DO 70 I = i> MV AR1
SMALL <I) =9F51
70 BI G ( I ) =-9E51
CALL PLOT (NPTS, 4, SMALL, BIG)
DO 6 C 1=1, NVAR2
S MAL L ( I ) =9 E51
BIG(I)=-9E51
CALL PLOT(NPTS,5,SMALL,3IG)
GO TO 10
END
80
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SUBROUTINE ARE AY ( A , X 1 , X2 , X 3 , Xi» , X5 , X6 , X7 , Xo , X 9 , XI 0
)
DIMENSION A ( 1C
)
A C 1 ) = X 1 J A ( 2) =X2iA(3) = X 3J A (4) =X4i A (5) =X5iA(61 = X 65A (7) -X7? A ( 81 =X3
A(9)=X9iA(10)=X10
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PREP (P,PN, NVARP ,NT
,
J , JS , NT Y PE ,1 AS T , NA ME , NIET
)
*
•THIS SJBROUTINE PRFPARES HEA01NGS FOR PRINTER OUTPUT OF VARIABLE NAMES,
* AND SETS UP FOR PLOTTING RESULTS.
*
VARIABLE NAMES (SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS!
•P1=NAME OF SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE REPRESENTING VARIABLES TO BE
PRINTED OR PLOTTED
PN= A DUMMY ARRAY TO STORE VALUES OF PI
NVAR3 =T OT AL NUMBER 0" VARIABLES TO BE PLOTTED
NT = L OS I CAL TAPE NUMBER ( SET TO L
, 5, OR 6)
J = T HE I-TH TIME PPFP HAS BEEN CALLEO
* JS = D 0 YOU WANT A PLOT, 1=YES, G -NO
*NTYPE=WHAT TYPE OF PLOT,' 1 = PRO P OPT ION AL
,
G=NONPROPORT IONAL
*L AST= IS THIS THE LAST CALL OF PREP r 0k THIS RUN, 1=YES, L=NO
*NAME=ARRAY of VARIABLE NAMES TO BE PFINTED OR PLOTTED
NLET = AFRAY OF LETTERS REPRESENTING VARIABLES IN PLOTTING
*
COMMENTS --
*1. THE EQUIVALENCE COMMAND SHOULD BE USED TO GET THE OESIRED OUTPUT
* VARIABLE=P1, E.G. EQUIVALENCE (LEVEL, Pi(l)
)
2. A PROPORTIONAL PLOT SHOWS THE FELATIVF DEVIATIONS OF VALUES FFOM
* THE INITIAL VALUE. A NONPROPORTIONAL PLOT SHOWS THE VARIATION
* IN ACTUAL VALUES.
*
DIMENSION P(l) ,PN(1) , NAME ( 10 ) , NL ET (1 0
)
2 FORMAT ( 12X , 1C (AS ,4X)
)
3 FORMAT <1X,EHTTME)
7 FORMAT (IX)
IPLUS=1H+
IBL ANK=1H
IF ( J . GT . 1) GO TO 6
HRITE(3,3)
WRITE(3,7)
6 WRITE (3/ 2) (NAME (K> > K=l» N.VARP) I
IF(LAST .EQ. 1) WRI T E ( 3 , 7)
I-(JS.£Q. 0) RETUPN
PE HI ND NT
WRITE (NT) NVARP, NT Y ’ E» I PL U S, I BL A NK, ( NL ET (I ) »
1NAME(I) ,1=1, NVARP)
I F ( NT YPE .EO.C) GO TO 8
DO 11 1=1, NVARP
11 PN ( I ) =P (I)
GO TO 10
6 DO 9 1 = 1, NVARP
9 PN(T)=1.0
10 WRITE(NT) (PN(I) ,1=1, NVARP)
WRITE ( 3, 7)
RETUPN
END
-r
ro
in
SUBROUTINE OUT P ( P , PM , N VA RP , NT , J , JS * N T YPE , L AST, IT I ME)
*
’THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS VALUES OF OUTPUT VARIABLES
*
’VARIABLE NAMES
*P=NA1E OF SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE REPRESENTING VARIABLES TO PE PKINTFO
* OR PLOTTED
*PN=A DUMMY ARFAY TO STORE VALUES OF P
* N V A FP = T OT AL NUMBER 0 - VARIABLES TO BE FLOTTEO
’NT=LDGICAL TAPE NUMBER ( SET = TO 4, 5, OR 6)
’J=THE I-TH TIME PREP MAS BEEN CALLEO
* JS=D0 YOU WANT A PLOT* 1=YES. C=NO
’NTYPE = WHAT TYPE OF P.OT, .1 = PROPORT I ON AL , 0 = NONE PD PORT ION AL
*L AS T = I S THIS THE LAST CALL OF FREP, 1 = YES, C=NO
•ITIME=TIME SCALE DURING SIMULATION
*
DIMENSION P(l) ,PN(1) ,PP(1C)
FORMAT C8X, 10G12. 4)
FORMAT (1X,I4j?Xj 10 G 1 2 . 4)
5 FORMAT (IX)
IFU.GT. 1) GO TO 6
WRITE ( 3 » 4) ITIME, <P(I) ,1=1, NVARP)
30 TO 7
6 WRIT F ( 3 , 2) (P(I) ,I=1,NVARP)
7 IF ( L AST .EQ. 1) WRITE(3»5)
IF ( JS .EO. G) RETURV
IF ( NT YPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 3
DO 1 1=1, NVARP
1 PP(I)=P<1) /PN(D
W=ITE(NT) (PP(I>, 1=1, NVARP), ITIME
RE TURN
3 WEITE(NT) (P(I) ,1=1, NVARP) , ITIME
RETURN
ENO i
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SUBROUTINE °LOT ( NPTS f NT, SMALL, BIG)
*
•THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE RESULTS OF TIME SERIES
*
•VARIABLE NAMES
•NPT S= M J MBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED
•NT = LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER WHERE DATA HAS BEEN STOF.ED
•5MALL=ARRAY FOR MINIMUM VALUES FOR EACH VAPIABLE TO BE PLOTTED
•BIG=ARRAY FOR MAXIMUM VALUES FOR EACH VARIABLE TO bE PLOTTEO
•
•COMMENTS
—
*1. THE SMALL ANO BIS ARRAYS ARE INITIALIZED IN THE MAIN CALLING
•PROGRAM BEFORE PLOT IS CALLED. IF ONE WISHES TO HAVE i HE PLOT
•SUBROUTINE DETERMINE THE MIN. AND THE MAX. VALUES RASEO Or. THE
•VAPIABLE VALUES TO BE PLOTTED, THEN THE MIN. VALUE IS SET=9E51,
•AND THE MAX. VALUE IS SET=-9E51.
•2. UP TO 10 VARIABLES CAN BE PLOTTED ON A COMMON TIME SCALE.
*3. THE PLOT IS EITHER PEUPORTIONAL OR NONPROFORT 10 NAL AS SPECIFIED
* IN THE PREP SUBROUTINE.
*
DIMENSION PL (10) ,NOUT(125) ,NOUP ( 10 ) , NO ( 21 ) , P. ANGE ( 1 C ) , NSW ( 10
)
DIMENSION NAME(lu) ,NLET(1C) , SHALL (1C),8IG(10)
1 FORMAT ( 1H1
)
2 FORMAT (IX, G10. 4,G26. 4,3G25.4,3X,A8,3X,A1)
3 FORMAT ( 1 H , "T I ME", I 2 » 20 1 5 , 7X, "DUPL IC AT ES")
4 FORMAT ( 1H )
5 FORMAT(1X,G1C.4,G26.4,3G25.4,10X,"PER CENT") '
6
FORMAT (IX, 14, IX, 125A1)
7 FORMAT ( 1H , 4 8X, SC AL ES OF PLOT")
WRITF(3,i)
WRIT E ( 3 , 7)
FEWINO NT
RE AO ( NT) NVARP,NTY p E,IPLUS,I6LANK, (NLET ( I ) , NAME( I) ,
11 = 1 ,NVAP.P)
MS W = 0
DO 10 1 = 1 , NV ARP
IF ( SMALL (I ) .GE. 9.0E9) GO TO 11
NS W ( I ) =0
GO TO 10
11 NSW ( I) =1
MSW=MSW+1
10 CONTINUE
IF (MSW . EQ • 0) GO TD 12
REAO(NT) PL(1)
03 13 1=1, NPTS
READ (NT) (PL (K) »K = 1, NVARP)
DO 13 IP =l,NVARt>
IF(NSW(IP) .EO. 0) SO TD 13
IF (SMALL (IP) .GT. PL (IP) ) S MAI L ( I P) = PL ( I P)
IF (BIG ( IP) .LT. PL ( I P ) ) BIG ( IP) =PL (IP)
13 CONTINUE
12 IF ( NT YPE .EO. 0) GO TO 14
SM=9.0E90
BG=-9. 0E90
DO 15 1=1, NVARP
I F ( SM .GT. SMALL ( I ) ) SH=5MALL(I>
IF ( BG .LT. BIG ( I ) ) bG=BIG(I)
15
CONTINUE
DO 16 1=1 i NVARP
SMALL ( II =SH
16 BIG<I)=RG
14 RE HI NO NT
DO 17 1=1, NVARP
17 RANGE(I)=BIG(I)-SMALL(I)
RE AO ( NT ) NVARP
RE AO (NT) (PL <K) , K=l, NVARP)
DO 16 1=1, NVARP
QT=RANGE(I)*PL(I)/4.G
SM=S MALL (I ) * PL ( I )
BG=BIG(I)*PL(I)
01 =SM+QT
Q2=Q1+QT
Q3=Q2*0T
18 I T E ( 3 , 2) SM,Q1,Q2,Q3,BG,NAME (I) ,NIET (I)
IF ( NTYPE .EO, 0) GO TO 19
01 =RAMGE ( 1) * 25.0
SM=S MALL (1) * 103.
BG= BI G ( 1) * 100.
Q1=SM+QT
Q2=Q1+QT
03 = Q2 +QT
WRIT E ( 3, 5) SM,Q1,Q2,Q3,BG
19 WRIT£<3,4)
J=1
NO ( 1 ) =0
OO 21 1=2,21
21 N0(I)=N0(I-l)+5
20 WRITE ( 3* 3) NO *
I F ( J .EQ. 2) RETURN ;
00 22 1=1,135
22 NOUT (I) =IBLANK
DO 23 1=1, NPTS
DO 24 I P = 1 , 10 1 , 2
5
24 NOJT(IP) =IPLUS
NCO'JN = 103
READ (NT) (PL (K).K=l»Nl/ARP),ITlME
DO 25 I°=l , NVARP
I F ( PL ( IP ) .LT. SMALL ( IP) ) GO T025
IF ( PL ( IP) .GT. SIG(IP)) GO TO 25
IF (PANGE(IP) , l E. C.) GO TO 25
NPCT=(°L(IP)-SMALL(Id>> * 100. /RANGE (IP) +1.5
NDUP (IP) =NPCT
IFCIP .EQ. 1) GO TO 26
K=I P-1
DO 27 M=1 »
K
I F ( NPCT .NE. NOJP(M)) GO TO 27
I F ( NCOUN . G£ , 126) GO TO 25
NOUT (NCOUN) =NLET (M)
NOUT (NCOUN+l)=N.ET (IP)
NCOUN = NCOUN * 3
GO TO 25
CONTINUE
NOUT (NPCT) =NLET(IP)
CONTINUE
27
26
25
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WRIT£(3,6) IT I ME i NOJT00 28 IP = 1 | NVARP
K = NQUP (IP)
28 NOUT (K) = 1 RL A NK
NCOUN= MI NC ( NCOUM* 125)
00 23 IP= io3,n:oum
23 NOLIT (IP) =IBLANK
WRITE(3,4»
J = 2
GO TO 23
ENO
TflSINF
=
,1E*01»
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GRADUATE
SCHOOL,
UNIVERSITY
OF
MASS,
AMHERST
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APPENDIX B (continued)
. GRADUATE SCHOOL RUN 1
ro cm
ro r.j
cm ro
-* in
-T CD
cvj ro
(tv in
-i- 'd
cm ro
m in
in <r>
cm ro
in vfl
vC o
CM ro
ro *o
fs. o
CM ro
O' *H CD
ro •
a vd
N- O'
CD CD CD < 1M -J- CD CDM -J-
•
CM v£>
CT* O'
O' ro
•
-J
O' CM
r*. cr*
O' ro
• «*
vD cc
<£) CO
O' ro
J- J-
in co
<T* ro
• -1-
H
-J
-
qo
O' ro
•
-t
u
o .h rs.
^ N-
O' ro
•
T-l
in in
in in
n- ic
S ro
•
-J
vC O'
CO vO
ro
•
-T
UJ
iO •
in cm
CD fs*
in ro
• «r
UJ
O' •
in -j-
cm r»
in ro
v£» in
ro r^
in ro
iO in
j- r-
in ro
•
-*
UJ UJ
N- J-
J- ci»
-± O'
UJ UJ
CD CM
r^ cd
in o'
CM -H
X
o z
r*
o or
cp •
O' ro
r^ O'
CM CM
cj
cc O'
CM CM
ID O
CC O'
CM CM
ro o'
cr co
CM CM
GO CO
C* CO
CM CM
ro coO CO
ro cm
ro r-
*-» cc
ro cm
O' n-
*-* GO
ro cm
CD f-
ro oo
ro cm
N
O' o'
•H O UJ
ro ro
0O M
y-i CJ
• in
z o m
or o r-
z z
Z M UJox toMO UJM
_J CD Of'
<i _i naJO II
15 li- to UJ
X (Z =5Hld< Z
to X Uj MM > MX ZZ
ro ro
ro ro
• O'
-J
-
«-4
m ro
• O'
C/ «I W
1978
.
3521
E+07
.1891E+07
.3356E*06
.2611E+68
.5566E+C8
.9419E*u7
5350.
279’
931.6
503.3
1287.
.1901E+05
9376.
4374.
iOL6.
3J6,
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• fO
in .
ro kO
X> rs
cm ro
• ro
cn •
M3
c\j ro
• ro
M •
CVJ if>
O' «_>
cm ro
• 7
irv m
M3 vD
O' r»
cm ro
• in
•
•r4 VO
*TJ O
ro ro
• N • co
r* • cn a
03*0
—* vO
i CD *4 rj
ro ro. ro ro
• a • CM
M3 N. N.
H o CM m
ro ro ro ro
• 7 • \Q
•r\ • ro •
M3 N-
CM O fO .3
ro ro ro ro
• co • UD
—* - N. .
ifi S rr» co
ro 3 7 ci
ro ro ro ro
• cm • 7
ro • <*% •
vO CO —4 CO7 CD IAo
ro ro ro ro
• M3
O' vD
<NJ o
to •
ro o'
C\J o
O' CM
K- *4
CM O
K- K
*3 CD
r^ n- «oo j a
UJ
•
ro ro
in N-
a> ro
uj •
-7 •
co ro
vT
CT ro
• 7
UJ
CC •
CO CM
n- n-
o ro
• 7
a
ro •
ro
T* K
O' ro
• 7
UJ
N- •7
cd r-
*4 ro
• -7
CO co coj o a
4 4
UJ UJ UJ
CM • co • -7 .
7 «C vO cO O Cd
CD N. CD 3 CO
-h ro *4 ro h ro
• .7 • 7 • -7
cO cO cQ
o CD CD
4 4- 4
Ul UJ UJ
co • ro • ^ •
cd ro cm in ro doH eo »4 CO rJ COH M tH ro ro
• O’ • .7 • -7
CO CO
CD CD
4 4
Ul UJ
CM • CM •
LT> -w-* in -7
*4 CT HO'h n *4 ro
• 7 • 7
co co
CD CD
4 4
UJ UJ
CM • f\j •
in n- in cd
i~i O' H Oh ro «4 7
•
-7 • 7
co CO
CD CD
4- 4
UJ UJ
K * -7 •
N* *£• M3 vO
vDN r^ N-
in ro in ro
•
-7 • .7
JO 03 co
CD v-J CD
UJ
in »
in n.
•o N.
in ro
• 7
UJ
in •
-7 O'
O' N.
in ro
• .7
UJ
-7 •
7 *H
CD CO
vO ro
• 7
CO - 03
Cd
.
CD
4- ' 4
UJ UJ
CD • M3 •
.7 ro ro *dH CD CM CO
vO ro \D ro
• -7 *7
JO co
CD CD
4- 4
UJ UJ
ro • n. •
ro co ro tH
ro co 7 o'
M) ro vO ro
• 7 • 7
co coO J
4 4
U Ul
• in •7 7 j- r^
m o' vo cr*
md ro M) ro
• 7 • 7
JO COU CD
4* 4
IU UJ
O' • r4 •7 0 vl> tO
iD 7 M3 7
• 7 • 7
CO CO
CD CD
4- 4
Ul UJ
O' • *-4 •
O* M3 ro CO
O' CD H o
M3 7 h- 7
• 7 • 7
co in <o inoo CD CD
4- 4- 4-4-
UJ UJ UJ UJH C\J t4
in cj o' —i
\D O' vfl O'
CM *4 CM *4
4-4- 4 4
co in
UJ UJ7 ro
CM CD
co cr*
CM -H
co in ao in
CD CD CD CD
4 4 4 4
UJ UJ UJ UJ
ro ro h J
N- CD CM CD
co o' o' cr
CM *4 CM *4
ao in co in
CD CD CD CD
4 4 4 4
UJ <iJ UJ UJ
*j ir\ to s
*_i *4 cd
o' rr> cd O'
CM *4 ro y-i
co in ao in
CD CD O CD
4 4 4 4
Ul UJ UJ UJ
in jj ro cn
M3 CD 4 C
-D O' »4 O'
ro t4 ro
eo in
c: cd
4 4
UJ U
T-i CD
M3
•r4 O'
ro -h
co inO CD
4 4
UJ Ul
M3 CM
CM O'
ro
-h
ao in ao in
CD O O CD
4 4 4 4
UJ UJ UJ UJ
O' ro ro 7
M3 -rH CM tH
cm O' ro O'
ro H ro -h
H N-7 ao
ro cm
r*. cn
7 <33
ro cm
ro cn
in ao
ro cm
<n ro
o1
ro cm
M3 7
00 O'
ro cm
cd M3
rD O'7 CM
o O'
7 CM 7 CM 7 CM
cd r*.
CM •
O' tH
CD
O' nj cn ro
in *4
ro ro
• O'
in cm
ro ro
• O'
N *4
CM •
in ro in ro
r' ro
• O'
in 7
ro ro
• O'
M3 in
ro ro
• o*
M3 in
ro ro
• O'
N- M3
ro ro
r» aO
ro ro
• cr
CO O'
ro ro
• O'
198?
.3917E«-07
.
21
02E
+
07
.4437E
+
C8
,3376E»08
.7265E+08
.
1152E+C8
.1599E+u5
3573
939.9
501..
5
1295.
.1915E
+
05
<.410.
440
2.
1014.
308.
3917E+37
.21C2E*07
,4593E«-C8
.34blE+08
.7553E+C8
.1124EH8
.1J32E+05
363»
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irt •
fO CO
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APPENDIX D. DYNAMO NOTATION CONVENTIONS USED
First Order Feedback Loop Diagram:
Constant 1
(L) Level Equation (represents accumulation, or integration)
:
quantity now = quantity earlier + elapsed time * rate of change
Where, if the present time is indicated by the subscript K, the most
recent past calculation time by the subscript J, and the elapsed time
between J and K by DT, the above equation becomes:
Level .K = Level .J + DT * Rate .JK
(R) Rate Equation (represents conservative physical flow)
,
is computed
at the instant K for the next time interval KL (following interval JK)
Rate .KL = Auxiliary .K/ Constant 1
(A) Auxiliary Equation (represents non-conservative subsystem):
Auxiliary ,K = Level. K * Constant 2
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APPENDIX E. DATA ELEMENTS OF GEPM VS. WICHE/NCHEMS
Of the five categories of data identified by the WICHE/NCHEMS Data
Element Dictionary (DED), 1 including Students, Facilities, Finance, Staff,
and Courses, the GEPM model employs data from three of these categories:
Students, Staff, and Finance. Furthermore, the WICHE/NCHEMS Program
Classification Structure (PCS) provides seven general cost centers for the
primary and support activities of an institution: 1. Instruction, 2. Organized
Research, 3. Public Service, 4. Academic Support, 5. Student Service,
6. Institutional Support, and 7. Independent Operations. Of these seven
cost centers, GEPM employs financial data from 1. Instruction and 2. Organized
Research, in comparison to the WICHE/NCHEMS Resourch Requirements Prediction
Model (RRPM) which normally uses only 1. Instruction center data.
Whereas WICHE/NCHEMS requires a Faculty Activity Analysis to identify
faculty time associated with the various teaching, research, service, and
administrative duties, GEPM utilizes faculty time in the aggregate for all
these functions. GEPM also aggregates all levels of faculty by full-time
equivalency (FTE) count and average salary, rather than to identify separate
assistant, associate, and full professor ranks as in the DED.
Student levels in GEPM are restricted to undergraduate, master's and
doctoral, rather than the many levels available through the DED. Students
are counted in terms of FTE based upon credit hours taken, as is the case
with the DED.
In summary, the GEPM model uses a subset (with a few minor variances)
of the WICHE/NCHEMS DED, and thus GEPM could be readily used by any
institution collecting data in conformity with the DED standards.
i pata Element Dictionary , Second Edition, Technical Report No. 51, November
1973, Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education/National Center for
Higher Education Management Systems, P. 0. Drawer P, Boulder, Colorado
.
.APPENDIX P. DICTIONARY OF MODEL MNEMONICS
ACADPBR Annual academic program budget residual
AFSI Average annual faculty salary increment based on calc, interval
APCPS Academic program cost per student annually
APFACBF Fraction of academic program budget for faculty salaries
APRABF Fraction of academic program budget for research assistantships
APTABF Fraction of academic program budget for teaching assistantships
ARASI Average annual RA stipend based on calc, interval
ATASI Average annual TA stipend based on calc, interval
AVGFACS Average annual faculty salary
AVGRAS Average annual research assistantship stipend
AVGTAS Average annual teaching assistantship stipend
BACHDEG Bachelor degree rate per year
DAPSUPF Direct academic program support overhead factor
DGENROL Desired total FTE graduate enrollment
DGFACR Desired graduate student-to-facuity ratio
DNOFAC Desired total FTE faculty
DOCDEGF Doctoral degree fraction annually of graduate enrollment
DOCTDEG Doctoral degrees awarded annually
DRAGRAD Desired ratio of research assistants-to-graduate students
DSUPBUD Direct academic program support budget annually
DTAGRAD Desired ratio of teaching assistants-to-graduate students
DUGENRO Desired total FTE undergraduate enrollment
DUGFACR Desired undergraduate-to- (faculty plus TA equivalent) ratio
EQURAF Equivalency factor of an RA-to-faculty for inducing research funds
FACBUDG Faculty salaries total annual budget
FACIN Number of faculty incoming per year
FACINF Faculty incoming adjustment time (years)
FACOUT Faculty outgoing rate per year
FACOUTF Faculty outgoing fraction annually of total faculty
FACSINC Average faculty salary increment per year
FACULTY Total FTE faculty (Asst., Asso., and full professors)
GDROP Graduate dropout rate annually
CDROPF Annual graduate dropout fraction of total FTE graduate enrollment
GENROF Graduate enrollment adjustment time (years)
GENROL
GRADS
IFISCYR
KASDEGF
MASTDEG
RABUDG
RAOUTF
RASIN
RASINC
RASINF
RASOUT
RASSIST
RESAPB
RESFINC
RESINDU
RIFI
SAPBI
STAFINC
STATAPB
TABUDG
TAFACEF
TAOUTF
TASIN
TASINC
TASINF
TASOUT
TASSXST
TIMEINT
UGBACHF
UGDROP
UGDROPF
UGENROF
UGENROL
UGRADS
Graduate enrollment rate annually
Total number of FTE graduate students enrolled
Initial fiscal year for simulation run
Annual exiting masters recipients fraction of total FTE grad, enroll.
Masters recipients exiting annually
Research assistantship total annual budget
Research assistant outgoing fraction of total RA*s per year
Number of research assistants incoming annually
Average research assistant salary increment annually
Research assistant incoming adjustment time (years)
Number of research assistants outgoing annually
Total number of FTE research assistants
Research (non-state) funded portion of academic program budget annually
Research funding increment annually
Research inducement factor (per faculty equiv.) annually
Research inducement factor annually based on calc, interval
State academic program budget increment annually based on calc, interval
State funding increment annually
State funded portion of academic program budget per year
Teaching assistant total annual budget
Average teaching assistant effectiveness compared with faculty member
Teaching assistant annual outgoing fraction of total TA*s
Number of teaching assistants incoming per year
Teaching assistant salary increment per year
Teaching assistant incoming adjustment time (years)
Number of teaching assistants outgoing per year
Total number of FTE teaching assistants
Time fraction of year for simulation calculations
Undergraduate annual bachelor degree fraction of enrollment
Undergraduate annual dropout rate
Undergraduate dropout fraction annually of total FTE undergraduates
Undergraduate enrollment adjustment time (years)
Undergraduate enrollment rate annually
Total number of FTE undergraduates enrolled
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